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BEGINNING OF LENT - The penitential season of Lent was initiated with the distribution
of ashes on Ash Wednesday, Feb. 27. "Rem ember, man, that thou a[?] dust; and unto
dust thou shalt return," said the priest as he placed ashes is the form of a cross on the
for[?]head of William P. Wilson of Kearny at Sacred Heart Cathedral.
House Committee Hears
Conflicting School Views
WASHINGTON—Jewish and
Protestant education experts
testified before the House Ed-
ucation Committee this week,
providing the legislators with
mixed views on President
Kennedy's omnibus school aid
proposals.
Rabbi Morris Shercr, an
Orthodox Jewish educator,
said the House must avoid
"sweeping under the rug" the
question of aid to private
schools, and commented that
needs of private school chil-
dren must be considered. Ger-
ald E. Knotf of the National
Council at Churches said the
council flatly opposed federal
aid to church-related schools
orflicir pifptTv except for tax
deductions, a question on
which it is neutral.
RABBI SHERER, executive
vice president of Agudath Is-
rael of America, spoke on be-
half of 268 Jewish schools in
27 states.
"To discriminate against
these (private school! children
ts to deny them their sacred
birthright a* Americans to
benefit along with all other
children.” he said
Rabbi Sherer stressed that
his association does not seek
any government assistance for
school religious studies pro-
grams. "Our parents shoulder
this heavy obligation willingly
and in good grace." he said.
"We seek equal government
support only for the general
studies program of these
schools which meet all the ed-
ucational requirements of each
state," he added.
Rabbi Sherer maintained
that hla statement was "nec-
essary" for the committee's
work because "a fallacious
image has been proved to
the American public of Urn
Jewish position on this issue."
"The prevailing view of the
vast majority of Orthodox
Jewish citizens of our country,
who alone because of personal
commitment are intimately In-
volved with the fate of the
Jewish day-school movement,
strongly favors enactment of
legislation which would
provide federal aid to all the
school children of our nation
without discrimination.” he
said.
KNOFF, executive secretary
of the NCC's Division of Chris-
tian Education, supported the
Kennedy bill's restriction to
public schools and appealed
for immediate federal aid for
them. He noted that the coun
ctl's general board has held
that public schools are "tha
only possible system for the
full development of the talents
ami abilities of all our
citizens.”
Knott said the council op-
poses federal aid for "special
purpose" or "across-the-
board" grants for private
scboots; "scholarship*" from
jflitpfunds for thoae in mu-
public schools: "fa* credits '
or "tax forgiveoMs " lor par
ents of aon-public school pu-
pils, or loans (or construction
of noopublic schools
He said that the council Is
"neutral" about proposals to
"count tuition for parochial
schools as a deductible re
ligious contribution "
Other School News Pope 2
Stroke Fells Fr. Gaspar,
Passaic Pastor 20 Years
PASSAIC - Rev. John Gas
par. 64, who died Feb. 21 alter
suffering a stroke and a frac-
tured skull at St. Stephen s
rectofy, was a priest of two
worlds.
3O years he had
been pastor of St. Stephen's
where he built a school, an au-
ditorium, a convent, a rectors',
renovated the church twice
(once after a serious fire) and
cleared the parish of debt.
But he was also a decorated
officer in the Austro-Hun-
garian army during World
War 1 and, before coming to
this country in 1929, served as
a teacher and hospital chap-
lain in Hungary and as an as-
sistant to the then Rev. Joseph
Mindszenty, now Cardinal Pri-
mate of Hungary.
FATHER, GASPAR was
born in Moschendorf, Austria,
and attended school there.
From 1916 to 1918 he served
In the Austro-Hungarian Army
and saw combat duty with
the infantry and artillery. He
received the Emperor's Cross
and was wounded in action.
He was discharged with the
rank of second lieutenant.
Shortly after his discharge,
Father Gaspar entered the
seminary at Szombathely
where he was ordained in
1921. After two years of serv-
ice as chaplain and teacher,
he was assigned to the Catho-
lic Gymnasium at Koszeg for
six years.
On his arrival in this coun-
try. Father Gaspar became as-
sistant at Our Lady of Hun-
gary Church, Perth Amboy. In
1931, he served as chaplain for
the Sisters of Divine Charity
in Staten Island and the same
year was named pastor of Mt.
Carmel Church, Woodbridgc.
He became pastor of St. Ste-
phen's in 1933.
lIIS FIRST concern In the
new parish was a school,
which was completed in 1937
along with St. Stephen’s Audi-
torium, which became a social
center for Hunganan-Ameri-
cans of Passaic and vicinity.
Tne convent was completed in
HM9 and the rectory in 1950
The church was renovated in
1947 but six years later was
heavily damaged by fire. Fa-
ther Gaspar immediately
launched a drive to rebuild the
edifice.
A leader of the Hungarian
community here. Father Gas
par arranged for the resettle-
ment of many refugees from
his native land aftrr the tragic
1956 revolution there
On Feb. 19, Father Gaspar
suffered a stroke and, as he
fell, fractured his skull. An
operation was performed Feb.
20 at St. Mary's Hospital, but
he died the following evening.
bishop mcnvlty, who
had celebrated a Mass in 1961
to mark the 40th anniversary
of Father Caspar’s ordination,
offered Mje Requiem Mass
(Continued on Page 2)
FATHER GASPAR
On the Inside
...
THOSE SINGLE GIRLS who wrote to
The Question Box find they’re in
demand. See Pace 8
NEWS EDITOR JERRY COSTELLO re-
ports on an intejrfaith meeting in
Bloomfield on the Vatican Council.
See.
.. Page 5
HOW THE COUNCIL is moving to give
wider power to the Bishops is out-
lined in a story on Page 4
Plan May Installations
PATERSON - Bishop Mc-
Nulty will be installed at the
10th Bishop of Buffalo May 1
by Francis Cardinal Spell-
man and Bishop James J.
Navagh will become the fourth
Bishop of Paierson May 9
with Archbishop Boland offi-
ciating.
' v: ;; \
THE DATES for the two
installation ceremonies were
announced this week after
Bishop McNulty returned from
his trip to South America.
May 1 is the Feaft of St.
Joseph the Worker, patron
saint of the Buffalo Diocese.
May 8 la the Feast of St. Greg-
ory Nazianzcn, a great figure
of the early Eastern Church in
the atruggle against the Arian
heresy.
The appointments of Bish-
ops McNulty and Navagh to
Buffalo and Paterson were an-
nounccd by the Apostolic Del-
egate's office in Washington,
D.C., on Feb. 13. At the samq
time, Auxiliary Bishop Leo R.
Smith of Buffalo wss named
Bishop of Ogdensburg.
AT BUFFALO, Bishop Mc-
Nulty will head a diocese that
ranks fourth In size among all
American dioceses. It has a
Catholic population of 873,089
in a total population of 1,712,-
101 and is thus about two-
thirds the size of the Arch-
diocese of Newark and more
than three times the size of
the Diocese of Paterson.
There are 1,146 priests in
the diocese, about half of
them order priests. They serve
a total of 267 parishes and 36
missions.
BUFFALO HAS 195 ele-
mentary schools, 39 high
school! and 12 colleges or uni-
versities. There sre over 79,-
000 students in its grammar
schools. 16,833 In its high
schools and 9,388 in its col-
leges.
There are 10 general hospi-
tals, six special hospitals,
eight institutional schooU, six
protective institutions, six or-
phanages and five homes for
invalids and the aged in the
diocese.
Duty to God
Cited by Pope
To Newsmen
VATICAN CITY <NC)
Pope John has urged the
world's newsmen to exercise
s good Influence on society by
stressing the positive element*
in the news. He spoke at an
audience for the Italian Press
Association and the Foreign
Press Association
HU talk was based on a text
from the Book of Proverbs:
"God has his glory in what he
conceals, kings have glory in
what they fashion
”
COMMENTING ON the first
part of the text, the Pope said
that although the designs of
Cod are often hidden from
men, "your profession would
require you not only to inter-
pret events but sometimes also
to anticipate their course ”
He reminded newsmen of
their dependence on God. say
mg that "man, measuring hit
own smallness and frailty,
should never presume to trust
too much to his own judg-
ments
"Even when vetted with
high authority, when expert to
knowledge and gifted with tal-
ents, man cannot fail to bow
before divine wisdom and
tremble at the huge contribu-
tion required of him in co-
operating in the spread of
truth and love, of cooperating
in the education of his broth-
ers who hare immortal souls "
The relationship between
Creator and creature. Pope
John said, binds everyone and
haa Implications for the del-
icate task of the journalist. Ha
said:
"THE CALL TO Almighty
God is now received with uni-
versal respect and futher-
more ia heard by men of good
will not only with sympathy
but with a spirit of faith and
with a yearning for faith,”
But. he continued, he was
laboring under no illusions. He
said he knew that the Devil
is at work in the world as
hard as ever. This is ail the
more reason, he went on. for
the love of truth and zeal for
the salvation of souls to be
combined with prudence, pa-
tience amt sacrifice. He
stated
"It u my sincere conviction
that a positive exposition for
enlightened and honest people
is the most persuasive appeal
to the exhortation that the pen
must not become an instru-
ment of ties, of systrmatie
alienation of brothers or the
corruption of morals
"
11E THEN commented on
the second part of the biblical
text "Kings have glory in
what the) fashton" —and said
this means
"He who is invested with
authority must strive to under
stand what it t* that God asks
of him and to make the divine
will the standard of his
thoughts and actions "
He briefly interpreted the
(CooUnoed on Pag# 2)
Papal Appeal Opens
Bishops' Relief Fund
NEWARK - Students in
North Jersey joined millions of
other* across the nation who
lutroed yesterday a* Pope
John opened the 1963 Catholic
Bishops’ Relief Fund with his
annual Ash Wednesday radio
talk
The Pope reminded paro-
chial school children that
many youngsters throughout
the world "languish in priva-
tions and hunger. IU-clad and
exposed to hardships of incle-
ment weather
”
The Pontiff appealed to the
students to make lenten sac-
rifices again this year and "to
make them generously not
only in the spsnt of comps*
non toward those who are less
fortunate than you. but cs
penally for the love of Our
Divine Lord Himself."
ARCHBLSIfOP Boland is
honorary chairman and Bish-
op Costello director of the
archdiocesan campaign. In a
letter to priests of the arch-
diocese, Bishop Costello ex-
plained that the appeal is
divided into two phases the
school campaign and the
adults’ collection
In the school campaign,
which began with the Pope’s
message, children are asked
to participate during Lent by
contributing from their allow-
ances and by making sacri-
fice* to aid needy and under-
nourished children in other
lands
A special collection for the
appeal will be taken on
Laetare Sunday. March 24
"The vast globe-circling net-
work of chanty operated by
Catholic Rebel Service* and
supported by the Catholic
Bishops' Rebel Fund." Bishop
Costello said, "is a tribute to
our pnests who each year
have zealously promoted the
appeal for funds
"
POPE JOHN'S talk urged
the students to continue their
prayers for the success of the
Second Vatican Council He
said “You will have heard
from your parents, teachers
and priests about the Second
Vatican Council, in whirh the
Bishops of various countries
met to consider matters con-
cerning the universal Church.
We are aware that you have
been praying for the success
of the council; continue to im-
plore for it the guidance of
the Holy Spirit, and do so with
gieat hope
"
The Pontiff reminded the
American students that not all
children get the benefit of "a
Christian education in warm
classrooms" He assorted
"very few of them enjoy the
pleasures of a comfortable
home, or the luxuries and edu-
cational distractions that you
are accustomed to; many of
them languish in privation
and hunger, ill-clad and ex-
See Teal Pop* 15
IATIN AMKRICAN WELCOME - A »hower of confetti ond flower petoli greeted Bi»hop
MCNuIty in lo Poi. Bolivia. o fortnight ogo Here the people thow the.r grolitude for
hi» iuppon of their porith which he formolly erected during hit viiit. For «tory and
additional photo*, ice Page 7.
Mother Seton, Bishop Neumann
Miraculous Cure Decrees
Promulgated by Pontiff
VATICAN CITY (NC)
Pop* John promulgated dr
rim Feb. 2$ declaring Use
authenticity of miracles
worked ikvowgh uw tatercoo-
sioo of two Amern jp. randi
date* tor beatification Moth
cr Elizabeth Hay ley Scion and
Bishop John Ncpomurenc Neu-
mann. CSSR
This leaves in principle-
two more step* to be taken
before the foundress of the Sis
ters of Chanty in the U. S
and the fourth Risbop of Phil
adelphia can be beatified
These are the decreet of
"luto" (safe to go ahead with
the beatifications) and can
vassing the views of the Car-
dinals. Archbishops and Bish-
ops in Rome concerning the
prospective beatifications The
ostes have been set tentative-
ly as March 17 for Mother
Scion and June 23 for Bishop
Neumann
THE DECREE concerning
Mother Seton. who died in
1821. reads in part
"We must alwaya admire a
person who. scorning riches
and pulling aside the comforts
of this world, dedicates him-
self to a difficult and burden
some task But we must ad-
mire such a one still more if
it is a woman, and moreover
a frail woman Such a woman
left her home and found hcr-
delight in providing for the
needy and caring for the sick,
following the example of the
Divine Savior who said
cf Himself that He had brought
the fire of charity into the
world and desired that it re-
main aflame always.
"In this cxcercisc of chari-
ty, the Venerable Servant of
God EUrabeth Ann Bayley. the
widow Seton. applied herself
with ail her might and more
over entrusted it to the reb-
gtout family she founded."
The decree recount* the
principal events m Mother Se-
ton's life and describes the
tw« miracles approved.
The decree, dated Feb 25.
is signed by Arrailto Cardinal
Urranona. C M F . Prefect of
(he Sarred Congregation of
Rites, and by Archbishop En-
rico Dante. Secretary .
THE DECREE concerning
Bishop Neumann, signed by
the same prelates, reads in
part
"Those whom the Holy Spir-
it places to rule the Church of
God such are the Bishops
should by reason of the
power they receive, excel in
the perfect practice of the
Christian virtues to such a de-
cree as to merit having ap-
plied to them the words of
the Apostle: 'Be imitators of
me. as I am of Christ.’
"The name of the Vener-
able Servant of God John
Ncpomucenc Neumann cer-
tainly deserves by every right
to be placed among such Bish-
ops who have acquired fame
for holiness and have merited
highly the honor of the Catho-
lic religion
”
The Neumann decree re-
views the life of the
Bohemian bom Bishop who
died m Philadelphia in 1860.
Other Stories Pope 2
Pastor Forbids
Steady Dating
JERSEY ClTY—Students at
St Michael's High School
were warned this week by
Rev James A. Carey, pastor
and school director, that "go
Ing steady" would be cause
for expulsion from school.
Concerned by the moral
dangers involved in the prac-
tice. Father Carey sent a
strongly-worded letter to par-
ents of all students and also
held personal interviews with
the youngsters themselves A
March 1 deadline was set for
terminating exclusive dating
relationships
IN Ills LETTER to the par
ents. Father Carey wrote, "We
are absolutely horrified and
utterly disgusted at the atti-
tude of parents who allow
their sons and daughters to
keep steady company at this
tender age
"We wonder if they are cog-
nizant of. or even care, about
the multiple occasions of sin
or ire aware of the mortal
sms involved.
"Inasmuch as there is so
much delinquency on the part
of parents, we at St. Michael s
High School intend to act be-
fore our offended God brings
down fire and brimstone on all
of us.
"Consequently. effective
March 1, any student at St.
Michael's High School dating
one person to the exclusion of
all others shall be expelled
immediately."
Legislature Studies Bills of Interest to Catholics
By ED GRANT
TRENTON An Assembly
bill to provide for the estab-
lishment of a Motion Picture
Review Board in New Jersey
was among those of particular
interest to Catholics introduced
in the Legislature prior to Us
annual mid-winter adjourn-
ment.
The bill (A-224) was propos-
ed by Assemblymen Nelson G.
Gross of Bergen and J. Arnold
Bressler of Hudson and la still
in committee, it would estab-
lish in the Department of Edu-
cation a review board which
would “preview motion pic-
tures prior to their public exhi-
bition in New Jersey for the
purpose of providing guides to
the public as to the suitability
of films for exhibition to chil-
dren of various age groups.’’
THE COMMISSION would
classify filths as suitable or
unsuitable. The classification
would have to be conspicuous-
ly displayed at the entrance to
the place of exhibition and in
advertising.
Failure by the distributor of
the picture to notify exhibitors
of the classification would be
punishable by
*
fines ranging
from $25 to $3OO. Failure to
submit a picture for classifica-
tion or to show It without prop-
er display of the classification
would incur fines of $lOO to
$5,000.
Exempt from classification
would be newsreels, scientific,
charitable, educational and re-
ligious films. The board would
be empowered to apply to Su-
perior Court for injunctive ie-
lief to prevent public exhibition
of any motion picture required
to be submitted to the board
which is exhibited without such
submission. „
AMONG THE BILLS al-
ready passed by the Assembly
and now in the Senate la one
tightening the dis-
crimination law to include all
but one and two-family homes
in which the owner occupies
one floor. This bill has also
passed the Assembly the past
two years, but died in Senate
committee.
The Assembly has also pass-
ed and sent to the Senate
measures to:
• Clarify the definition of
obscenity in a 1962 law grant-
ing Injunctive relief to prevent
the acquisition, possession or
sate of obscene materials (A-
-61)
• Raise the exemption on
parsonages from $3,000 to $23,-
000 (or. taxation purposes (A-
-183).
• Allow college students
meeting a financial crisis to be
admitted to the competitive ex-
amination for a state scholar-
ahlp to cover the remainder of
the term in college (A-332).
THE SENATE hat passed
two bills of interest and sent
them to the Assembly. 8-73
provides that boards of educa-
tion may place emotionally dls-
turbed children in private, non-
sectarian schools and be re-
compensed for one-half of
the cost of tuition and one-half
of the costa of approved medi-
cal or specialist personnel
working with the child.
The other bill would enable
the Sisters of Charity of St
Elizabeth, as a civil corpora-
tion, to back the indebtedness
incurred by the congregation
in the maintenance of the hos-
pitals, schools or non-educa-
tlonal institutions staffed and
operated by tta members.
STILL IN ASSEMBLY com-
mittee are the following bills:
• A-JO Labeling as a dis-
orderly person anyone who
publicly exhibits for sale a
book or magazine having on
its cover an Illustration depict-
ing that which would be crim-
inal or immoral. The bill
would not bar the sale of such
magazines or books but would
proscribe their public exhibi-
tion.
_
• A-42 Providing for
state government assistance
towards private, non-profit
housing projects for elderly
persons. The assistance would
consist of aid in obtaining land
for such projects, exemption of
the project from taxation in re-
turn for 10% of the annual
gross rents and subsidization
of the rents paid where they do
not meet the unit cost of the
apartment.
• A-91 Providing that no
worldly employment or busi-
ness except works of charity
or necessity be allowedon Sun-
days in those counties where
the Sunday sales Uw is now in
effect, or might be voted into
effect in the future. Sales of
drugs, perishable food (prepar-
ed and unprepared) and non-
alcoholic beverages would be
exempt.
• A-181 Revising the en-
tire structure of the state plan-
ning and zoning atatutes and
repealing many present atat-
utes, among them the one that
prevents discrimination be-
tween public and non-profit
private or parochial schools.
• A 316-318 A series of
bills designed to tighten con-
trol over distribution of nar-
cotics to teenagers. Punish-
ment for the unauthorized sale
of a drug by an adult to a
person under 18 years of age
would be raised from two to
20 years in prison and penal-
ties for other violations would
also be increased.
• A-359 Providing for re-
imbursement by the state to
any persons, firms or corpora-
tions providing transportation
to students to or from public,
parochial or private schools on
regular-route buses at a re-
duced student fare.
• A-365 Providing for the
transfer of the State Civil
Rights Division from the De-
partment of Education to the
Department of Law and Pub-
lic Safety.
•
A-366—Amending the law
(Continued on Page 2)
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posed to the hardships of in-
clement weather; the vast ma-
jority o{ them lack the proper
food and vitamins which would
build up their little bodies suf-
ficiently and give them the
energy that normal children
display in recreation on the
playground.
"Those children are boys
and girls of your own age; and
it is on their behalf that We
are appealing to you today,"
the Pope told the American
students.
Archbishop Patrick A
O'Boyle of Washington, chair-
man of the NCWC administra-
tive board, read the Pope's
message. The io-mmute, pre-
recorded program, which also
featured music by the Pius X
Choir of Manhattanville Col-
lege of the Sacred Heart, Pur-
chase, N.Y., was carried by
the nation's major radio net-
works.
Large Delegation From Jersey
To Attend Mother Seton Rite
NEWARK A group, of
priests and Sisters from North
Jersey headed by Auxiliary
Bishop Dougherty will be
among the thousands of Amer-
icans flying to Rome for the
beatification ceremonies for
Mother Elizabeth Seton to be
held there March 17.
The Sisters of Charity of
St. Elizabeth, one of seven
U.S. congregations which trace
their origin to Mother Seton,
will send 97 of their members,
headed by Mother Joanna Ma-
rie, mother general. Four
priests will represent Seton
Hall University and Prep,
which were named after the
first native-born U.S. citizen
to be beatified.
THE DELEGATION from
the Sisters of Charity will
travel with the pilgrimage to
be headed by Francis Cardi-
nal Spellman of New York.
The largest religious pilgrim-
age in history, it will depart
from New York March 13, 14
and 15 on the planes of six
different airlines.
Msgr. Edward J. Fleming,
executive vice president of Se-
ton Hsll University, will ac-
company Bishop Dougherty,
university president. Msgr.
Thomas W. Cunningham, aca-
demic vice president, and Rev.
Edward J. Larkin, spiritual di-
rector, will represent the uni-
versity. while Msgr. Thomas
J. Tuohy, headmaster, will
represent the prep school.
MOTHER JOANNA Marie
said that the Sisters' pilgrim-
age had been opened to all
superiors of Sister of Charity
foundations and also to the
Sisters who have worked with
the local branch of the Mother
Seton Guild, which is sponsor-
ing the pilgrimage. Not all of
the superiors were able to at-
tend, she Indicated. Among
those who will attend is Sister
Hildcgarde Marie, president
of St. Elizabeth’s College.
Following the beatification
ceremonies March 17, the
priests and Slaters will attend
a triduum to bo held at
the Church of SS. John ard
Paul in Rome.
Mother Joanna Marie indi-
cated that there was general
rejoicing among the communi-
ty at the long-awaited news.
No plans have been made for
local observances of the ele-
vation and these will await
the return of the Sisters
from Rome.
Several lay people from
North Jersey are also expect-
ed to make the pilgrimage in
a private capacity. There will
be no official delegations from
the Bayley-Seton League or
Seton Junior League, groups
of laywomcn associated with
Seton Hall University.
MOTHER SETON. born
Elizabeth Anne Bayley to a
distinguished New York Prot-
estant family, was the aunt of
Bishop James Roosevett Bay-
ley. first Bishop of Newark,
and grandmother of Archbish-
op Robert Seton. once pastor
of St. Joseph’s Church, Jersey
City. She was received into
the Church after her hus-
band’s death and is credited
with founding the parochial
school system in the U S.
It was Bishop Bayley who
sent the original novices of the
Sisters of Charity of St. Eliza-
beth to Cincinnati for Instruc
tion under the last survivor of
the original group Mother Se
ton had gathered together at
Emmitsburg. Md.. tn isos
Through Mother Margaret
George, then, the Sisters of
Charity of St Elizabeth be-
came direct spiritual descend-
ants of their Bishop’s sunt.
When Seton Hall University
was founded in !RM. Bishop
Bayley name-1 it for Mother
Seton. who had died in I*3l at
the age of 47 The name of St
Elisabeth's College w as chosen
in the hope that »ome day it
would have a second patron
saint.
Duty to God ...
(Continued from Page 1)
meanings of "human life.
Christian life, social life and
the apostdate."
In the true vision of these,
he said, "all elements fall into
their proper place and man is
led Ip them with humility and
to act ardently for the wel-
fare of himself and his broth-
ers.”
He urged newsmen to “be
jealous custodians of a serious
tode
%
of journalistic ethics
which may be regarded as an
example of correctness and
noble behavior.
“ALWAYS BEAR in mind
the influence which the written
word has on minds, particular-
ly the weaker ones, remember-
ing the great rule of prudence
and understanding which led
St. Paul to say: 'All things
are lawful to me. but not all
things are expedient ’
"Almost always the way to
the triumph of truth and wis-
dom is prepared by knowing
how to wait and by disciplin-
ing oneself in refraining from
Ipreading sensational news.
"During my 30 year* in the
aervice of the Holy See. in the
East and in Paris, it hap-
pened that I came into contact
with people of atl tendencies.
1 confess that sometimes my
heart beat quickly with the
desire to express myself with
a fullness of language, not
only priestly but spostolic. But
the circumstances demanded
only a few words or even com-
plete alienee.
"Someone once laid to me:
Thank you. Monsignor, for
what you did not say but al-
lowed me to understand.* "
Pope John reminded Jour-
nalists that the time must
com* when every man must
give an account of his actions.
When that Ume comes, he
said, "may each one of you
he able to say: 1 did not dig
furrows of division and diffi-
dence. I did not afflict im-
mortal souls with suspicion or
with fear. I was frank, loyal,
trustful. I looked with frater-
nal sympathy into the eye*
even of those who did not
share my ideals."
Dutch Lenten Drive
UTRECHT, The Netherlands
(NC) — A goal of $1,380,000
has been set for the Dutch
Catholics’ third annual Lent
campaign for the world's
needy.
Father
Gaspar...
(Continued from Pago 1)
Feb. 25 at St. Stephen's. Arch-
priest was Msgr. John J.
Shanley. pastor of St Jo-
seph's, Paterson Deacon and
subdeacon were Very Rev. Ai-
bin Thun, Of M , provincial
delegate of the Franciscan
Fathers of Holy Assumption
Friary, Roeblmg, and Rev
George S Macho, of St. Paul
the Apostle. Irvington. The
eulogy was preached by Rev
Julius A Kish, pastor of St.
Stephen's, Trenton, and class-
mate of Father Gaspar.
He is survived by a brother.
Paul Gaspar of Northampton.
Pa., and also by a brother.
George, and three listers,
Mrs Stephen Kedl, Mrs An-
gela Schmidt and Catherine
Gaspar, all of Austria.
Reach Accord
In Bolivia
LA PAZ. Bolivia (NC) _
Archbishop Carmine Rocco,
Papal Nuncio to Bolivia, an-
nounced that the problem of
government customs duties on
Church relief supplies has
been solved.
Archbishop Rocco said that
he and President Victor Pu
Estenssoro had agreed to ter-
minate the existing agreement
between the government end
Cartas (the Catholic chail-
ties agency) in order to enter
into anew agreement advan-
txgcoua to both State end
Church.
The Bolivian Treasury Min-
istry for about the past year
hi'd been imposing tariffs on
shipments of goods sent to the
Catholic charities organization
from abroad, including con-
signments from the (U.d )
Catholic Relief Services—
NCWC.
Legislative
Studies...
(Continued from Page 1)
on adoption to require *l]
placements to be made
through a person, firm, corpo-
ration. association or agency
approved by law. The purpose
Is to prevent the existence of
illicit adoption operations It
would not prevent parent*
from privately placing chil-
dren with a relative
TWO SENATE hills are
still in committee
• S-36 Amending the state
scholarship act to put its oper-
ations under the control of the
State Board of Education and
to limit scholarship grants to
one
year, renewable on satis-
factory academic perform-
ance At present, scholarships
are granted for four years and
revoked if academic progress
is not satisfactory
• S-48 Making it unlawful
to allocate state, county or mu-
nicipal funds for the support of
programs which discriminate
for reasons of race, creed, col-
or or national origin.
People in the News
Amleto Cardinal (Tcognaal,
papal Secretary of State,
marked hit 80th birthday Feb.
24.
Rev. Charles S. Catatta,
S.J., president of Ix>yola Uni-
versity of Los Angeles, has
been named to the Coordinat-
ing Council tor High Educa-
tion by Gov. Edmund G.
Brown of California.
Ausillary Bishop Philip M.
Hannan of Washington was
among several clergymen cit-
ed by the Freedom* Founda-
tion for sermons in which the
nation's need for spiritual val-
ues was stressed.
Rev. Francis J. tlcyden, S.J.,
of Georgetown University, has
been named to receive the an-
nual award of the Washington
Academy of Sciences for sci-
entific achievement In teach-
ing.
Dr. Robert McAfee Brown,
Presbyterian minister and
profeisor of religion at Stan-
ford University, has been
named a delegate-observer to
the second session of the Sec-
ond Vatican Council by tha
World Presbyterian Alliance.
Rev. Giovanni Arrighl, 0.P.,
has been named a council ex-
pert on matters of tourism.
Bishop-designate George H.
Spelts will be consecrated
Auxiliary Bishop of Winona
(Minn.) March 25.
Msgr. Alessandro Gottardl,
pro-vicar general of Venice,
haa been named Archblihop
of Trent.
Oliver H. Hunter HI, an
FBI agent from Newcastle,
Pa., waa elected prealdent of
the Notra Dame Alumni Ate
iociation.
Bishop Fraaets U. tiler sen,
S.J., has been enthroned as
Bishop of the new Fairbanks
(Alaska) Diocese
Res. Walter J. ting. S.J., an
English professor at St. I-outs
University. received the
French government's Palmes
Academlques decoration for
his promotion of French cul-
tural studies.
Rrother Augustine Philip,
F.S.C., former president of
Manhattan College, wilt he su-
perior of the Brothers of the
Christian Schodls in the Philip-
pines May 1.
Francis Cardinal Spellman
of New York presented $lO,OOO
to the St. Vincent dePaul So-
ciety of Ireland in memory of
the late John Cardinal
D'Alton.
Archblihop Patrick A. O'-
Boyle of Washington haa asked
Catholic* there to direct their
Lenten sacrificei and prayers
to the aposlolate of racial jus-
tice.
Causes
...
Rev. Luigi Marta Palanolo,
founder of the Institute of the
SUteri of the Poor of
Bergamo. Born Dec. 10, 1827,
in Bergamo; died 1886. Sacred
Congregation of Ritei dis-
cussed two miracle* attributed
to hla Intercession.
Pauline Marie Jaricot, foun-
dress of the Society for the
Propagation of the Faith and
the Association of the Living
Rosary. Sacred Congregation
of Rites ruled the practiced
virtue to a heroic degree, giv-
ing her tha title Venerable in
a atep towardJbeatificaUon.
In Shrine Ghapel
New Seton Window
Nears Completion
WASHINGTON l NC >—A new
likeness of Moiher Elizabeth
Rayley Seton will go on view
here at almost the same time
the foundress of the Sisters of
Charity tn the U S is being
beatified m \ attran City
The likeness Is a full-length
figure in a stained glass win
dow in the National Shnnc of
the Immaculate Conception
The window is in one of three
chapels grouped together to
the southwest comer of the
Shrine s nave The chapels are
expected to be completed
March 13 Mother Seton will
he proclaimed "blessed" in St
Peters Basilica March 17
THE THREE chapels, laken
together, are known as the
Miraculous Medal Chapel of
the Shrine It »*a donated by
the Vincentian Ealhers and the
Sisters of Chanty The center
of the three chapels Is the
Miraculous Medal chapel and
is dedicated to the Blessed
Mother To the left, faring the
three, la the chapel of St. Vin-
cent de Paul, founder of the
Congregation of the Missions,
or the Vincentians
To the right Is the rhapcl
of St Louise de Marillar. eo
founder with St Vincent rte
Paul of the Sisters of Charity
of St Vincent de Paul, in
Paris in 1655.
The Mother Seton window is
In the St IxKiii* de MarlUac
chapel In domes those the
three chapels are mosaic de
pirttont of the works conduct
ed in the U S by the Nib
centtans and by the Sister* of
Chanty
While the chape! will be
completed on March IS. it mil
not be dedicated until some-
time laler Official* of the Vin-
centian father* and of the Sis-
ters of Charity are expected to
be in Rome for the beatifcca
ticn ceremony
AT NATIONAL SHRINE - This full-length figure of Mother
Elizabeth Seton in stained glass has been ploced in one
of three new chapels in the National Sh[?]ne of the Im-
Macu[?] Conception, Washington.
Chapel Planned
By Lithuanians
CHICAGO t NC) - Lithu
anun Catholics of the U S
plan to erect a memorial
chapel in honor of Our t-ady
of Siluva. Lithuania, at the Na-
tional Shrine of the Immacu-
late Conception in Washington.
DC
Announcement of the pro-
ject was made here by the
Committee for the Chapel of
Our Lady of Siluva
Exiled Auxiliary Bishop Vm
cent Brngys of Kaunas. Lith-
uania. and Auxiliary Bishop
Charles A Salatka of Grind
Rapids. Mich. said the
chapel will cost $223,000
The apparition of Our Lady
at Siluva in 1908 Is said to
have stemmed the spread of
Protestantism througnout
northern Europe snd kept Lith-
uanians loyal to their Eailh.
Scion Hall Gels
Science Grant
“SOUTH ORAN'CE
— The
chemistry department of Seton
Hall University has been
awarded a grant of $17,800 by
the National Science Founda-
tion to support research by 12
undergraduate itudents, ac
cording to Rev Alfred
Celiano, chairman of the de-
partment.
Students will receive a
stipend throughout the
academic year as well as for
special summer school pro-
jects.
Purpose of the program is
to encourage students to delve
deeper into science and to
stimulate independent re-
search under the direction of
a faculty member.
Asks for Class
Available to All
PORTLAND, Ore. (NC)
A proposal has been made
here to make available (or stu-
dents of all schools classes tor
gifted children now conducted
only for students in public
schools.
An attorney filed the pro-
posal to amend the state law
with the Oregon Senate Ed-
ucation Committee,
The, action was prompted by
a decision in Jackson County,
where it was ruled that stu-
dents attending St. Mary's
High School in Medford could
not attend special classes for
gifted children at southern
Oregon College on the ground
that state law restricted the
enrollment in these classes
to public school students only.
Ask Supreme Court Ruling
On Teachers’ Qualifications
WASHINGTON (NC) - An
appeal railing the issue of
state regulation of church
schbols has been filed with
the U. S. Supreme Court.
The appeal alleges that cer-
tain Nebraska school regula-
tions infringe on the right of
parents to educate their chil-
dren in religious schools of
their choice.
TIIE APPELLANTS ARE
the Emmanuel Association, a
sect with headquarters in Col-
orado Springs, Colo., and Lila
Meyerkorth. a member of the
sect from Shubcrt, Neb.
The association established a
school in Shubcrt for children
of members. However, the
school was forced to close
when the Nebraska Commis-
sioner of Education refused to
grant a teaching certificate to
the teacher hired by the asso-
ciation. on the grounds that
she did not meet the require-
ments for a certificate.
The association took its case
to the Lancaster County Dis-
trict Court, seeking a declara-
tory judgment on the consti-
tutionality of the state laws In-
volved. but the court ruled
against the association Its
ruling was sustained last June
by the Nebraska Supreme
Court, which held that "the
right to send a child to a
private school ii not in dis-
pute" in the case.
It said there was no question
of seeking to prevent parents
from sending children to the
schools of their choice and
held that the challenged state
laws “are not arbitrary or un-
reasonable nor an Invalid at-
tempt to excercise the police
power of the atate.”
IN THEIR APPEAL to the
Supreme Court, however, the
appellants charge that the Ne-
braska laws “go beyond the
protection of the state's in-
terest."
They add: “The current ac-
tion by the State of Nebraska
represents an aJtempt by tha
professional educators ... (to
require) that all of the teach-
ers attend the same type of
school.
“Surely if it is an infringe-
ment of the liberties of tha
citizens to require that all chil-
dren be educated at the same
school, it cannot be constitu-
tional to require that all stu-
dents be taught by teachers
who have attended the same
schools. If ail of the teachers
arc turned from the soma
mold, it will only be in excep-
tional instances that their stu-
dents will not, likewise, ba
turned from the same mold.” „
Educators
Firm on Aid
ATLANTIC CITY (NC) —
The American Association of
School Administrators, at the
concluding session ol it* 9.'4h
annual convention here, again
went on record a* opposing a«e
o' federal school money lor
anything but public schools
The association, a depart-
ment of the National Educa
tlon Association, reiterated its
belief in a resolution which
said.
Federal financial support
of public education should fol-
low the principle of restricLog
the use of public tax moneys
to publicly controlled and sup-
ported schools
"
President Kennedy i 21
point aid to education pro-
posal was ignored in resolu-
tion* adopted by the big pub-
lic school group Demands (or
massive federal expenditures
restricted to the first 14 years
of public education were re-
peated
Grants to states c( at least
$2W> per pupil per year were
asked. The organisation also
asked that the federal money
be given directly to the states,
to be spent hy the dates with-
out federal control or direc-
tion. and that it be restricted
to public schools
R.I. House Gets
Test-Text Bill
PROVIDENCE. It 1 - The
Rhode Island Senate approved
a bill which provide* tax-paid
textbooks and a program of
aptitude and intelligence tests
for private school students
throughout the state The bill
now goes to the House of
Representatives
The bill specifies that math-
ematics. science and modern
language textbooks, which are
not sectarian, be provided by
the state and loaned to stu-
dents of parochial and private
schools, subyect to "rules and
regulation* as the school com-
mittee may prescribe
"
The measure also makes
provision for materials and a
uniform program for aptitude
and intelligence testing of all
elementary and high school
students in public and private
(chool*.
Several Protestant organir*
tion* have campaigned against
the legislation.
Bill Backs Bus
For All Pupils
LANSING. Mich (NC) - A
bill which would compel trans-
portation of non public school
students on public school buses
throughout Michigan has been
introduced here.
State Sen. Robert Vander-
Lian of Grand Rapids, who
introduced the bill, said it
would change present law by-
making such transportation
mandatory instead of permis-
sive in all school districts
where bus transportation ia
provided for public school stu-
dents. He said his bill would
benefit parochial and private
students at state-approved
schools.
Cardinal Ritter Asks
School Tax Approval
ST. LOUIS (NC) - Joseph
Cardinal Ritter haa urged
Catholic* to aupport « tax pro-
posal for St. Louis public
school maintenance which will
be voted on March S.
"Rising coata make this tax
Increase necessary," the Arch-
bishop of St. Louis said. "The
increase is urgently needed if
the schools are to maintain an
adequate level of education."
YOUNGEST V. 8. Bishop
waa Leo R. DeNeckere of New
Orleans, consecrated in $830
at the age of 30.
At Catholic U.
Rector Reaffirms
Stand on Speakers
WASHINGTON (NC)
Msgr William J. McDonald,
rector of Catholic University,
said the university acted cor-
rectly in recommending that
four, prominent theologians not
be invited to speak in a stu-
dent-sponsored lecture series
Msgr. McDonald, replying to
critics of the university s
policy, said it "should be ob-
vious that the action was sup-
ported by sound and objective
reasoning and therefore is no
reflection on either the per-
sons involved or the views they
espouse
"
He said the four men are
known to hold "a similar,
definite point of view on cer-
tain pivotal ecclesiastic xl
issues and policies being de-
bated by the Bishops in the
ecumcncial council
Pointing to the Catholic Uni-
versity’s "unique” status as
ao institution under the juris-
diction of all the U S. Bishops,
he said the university "take*
no official position on those
issues and policies still unre-
solved by the council
THE FOUR theologians in-
volved are Rev, John Court-
ney Murray. S J . and Re a
Gustave Weigel S J both of
W oodstock (.Nld ) College, a
Jesuit seminary. Rev Godfrey
Diekmann. O S B . editor of
Worship magarmc and Rev.
Hans Kueng of the University
of Tuebingen. Germany
. Msgr McDonald said he
agrees with a published com-
ment by Father Weigel that
the matter is not as imjsor-
tant as it has been made out
to be
He also confirmed that
) athrr Weigel has been in
formally tRvited to speak at
th< Catholic University s com-
mencement exercises no tt
spring, but said arrangements
for this are not yet definite.
Pledge Tax Aid
In Ontario
TORONTO (NC) - On
tario s premier has sgreed to
a request of the province s
Catholic Bishops that tax aid
be distributed more rqultabty
between the separate ami the
public schools
But Premier John Robartv
turned down the Bishops' olfcrr
request that the pros-incial
government help finance n
tension of the separate schools
on the secondary level and t-v-
-labiuh teachers' colleges for
sveh schools
Robert* said the government
will launch anew system of
grants next year to bring
about greater equality in tax
distribution But on extension
oi secondary schools and r.
tabluhment of colleges. Rob-
•rts said that Ontario does out
have the funds to support such
an effort Robarti also claimed
that the proposal could not
legally be carried out
Group Favors Aid
For Jewish Schools
PITTSBURGH 'NC) _ Nine-
ty per cent of the principals
of 94 Jewish day achools favor
federal aid to the secular por-
tions of their curriculum, a
Jewish educator reported here.
Joseph_Kamincukv toid the
13th annual convention of the
National Association of He-
brew Day School Parent-
Teacher Associations that 87%
also favored federal aid for
development and expansion of
facilities
Shared Time Flan Works
In lowa Communi[?]
DEWITT. lowa (NO-Csth-
olie high school pupils have
shared a class in the local
public high school since ’.9bo
in a program which officials
of both schools describe as a
success
This year. 17 students from
St Joseph's Catholic High
School are taking chemistry in
DeWitt Community High
School They are joined in Uie
class by seven public school
students.
St Joseph's, which has 110
pupils, does not offer chem-
istry because it has no one
qualified to teach the course,
although the school does have
a laboratory
Thomas Neesscn, president
of the DeWitt School Boatd,
recalled here that when the
Catholic school asked permis-
sion for its pupils to attend
the public school, the board
determined there was room
for them and that the students
would all be residents of the
public school district.
Sister Mary Martina, princi-
pal of the Catholic school, de-
scribes the plan as offering
"a wonderful opportunity for
our children
"
The superintendent of the
public school, C A Eckstrand,
describes it "as a wonderful
thing for our community."
Now Released-Time
Bill Introduced
SAN JUAN, P R (NC) A
bill has been introduced in tha
Puerto Rican Legislature pro-
viding that public schools set
aside one hour a week for re-
ligious instruction to be given
off school property. The bill
proposes that parental request
be required before a child be
allowed to leave his public
school for the religion class.
The measure is similar to
one which caused an uproar
here three years ago. That
bill was killed on the House
floor and the reaction in-
cluded formation of the Chris-
tian Action Party.
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WANT ADS
DO THE JOB!
CALL
MA 4-0700
CUilnf Tim* Monday at 4 P.M.
- HU 4-7200
Thrnn'i
ftuni«0 PARK AVI.NIWARK
COMPLETE BANQUET FACILITIES
Five air conditioned banquet
roonu serving 30-4SO persons.
OUTSIDE CATERING
From 10 to largest number
DINING ROOM
Open Every Day for
LUNCH and DINNER
*
CONFIDENCE
—an assurance
that comes with
service rendered
efficiently and
conscientiously.
CATERING
\
ltd dinction •/ Mum L. Hobn
SERVICE
w
"KNOW HOW
Vest Orange, New Jersey RBdwood 1-4300
Archbishop's
Appointments
Southern diocese
Honors Laymen
gh
SPECIAL VISIT — Archbishop BoIand paid a spodal vIIII
to Sr. Elixaboth’s HospIIaI tho morning of Fab. 22 Io In-
stall Dr. Thomas J. Walsh, auociotad wilh SI. Elizabeth's
for over 40 years, as Knight Commander aI the Order
of St. Gregory. Dr. Walsh'wfforod a heart attack while
returning from Florida to rocoivo Iho honor.
PAPAL KNIGHTS - The 11 Knights of St. Gregory who were installed at ceremonies in
Socrtd Hoart Cathedral Feb. 22 arepictured with Archbishop Boland above. Seated,
left to right, Dr. Walter F. Robinson, Matthew P. Mahon, John J. Hall, George E.
Davis and Joseph M. Naab; standing, Jeremiah J. O'Callaghan, Andrew F. Kelly,
John J. Breslin Jr. James J. McMahon, Dr. Joseph A. Miller and John J. Cavalero.
HONORED LADIES - The nine loywomon of the Avchdioau 00 Newark who rocoivod
the. Papol Cross Pro Eccleio at Pontifiu are shown above with Avchbishop Bolund
after the ceremonies Feb. 22 at Sacred Hea[?] Cathedral. Seated, left to right, are Mrs.
Luke A. Mulligan, Mrs. Richard A. McDonough, Mrs. Alfred H. Salerno and Ethel M.
Wille. Standing, Mary Crehan, Helen M. Jakubik, Mrs. William T. Henderson. Lillian G.
Keegan and Mrs. James G. Stanziale.
Ten States Are Debating
Sunday Closing Legislation
dghďgh
Plan panel
On Blind
dhg
Sir Hugh Taylor
Setonia Lecturer
dhgd
Seton Hall to Offer
Chemistry Doctorate
ďgh
fdg sf 3
gsd
fg
sfdg
sfd
Council Observers
Prelate’s Moscow Visit
Led to Russian Decision
ATHENS (NC) - A Vatican
prelate’* trip to Moscow to cx-
pialn the aims of the ecumeni-
cal council was a deciding fac-
tor in the sending of Russian
Orthodox observers to Rome.
This was stated by Orthodox
Archbishop Nikodim of Yaro-
slav and Rostov, head of the
foreign relations department
of the Moscow Patriarchate.
In an interview published
here by the Athens daily.
Ethnos.
THE ARCHBISHOP was re-
ferring to the trip made from
Sept. 27 to Oct. 2—shortly be-
fore the council opened by
Msgr. Jan G.M. Willcbrands.
Secretary of the Secretariat
for Promoting Christian Unity.
Following his trip a secretar-
iat release said he had gone to
convey verbally the informa-
tion of the council to patriar-
chal authorities.
The Russian Orthodox
agreed to send observers to
the council, the prelate added,
"because of the fair conditions
proposed by Rome."
Archbishop Nikodim also de-
nied in the interview a charge
that the Holy See had sought
to disrupt Orthodox unity by
sending separate council invi-
tations to the different nation-
al Orthodox churches.
Archbishop Nikodim answer-
ed questions that had been
sent to Orthodox Patriarch
Alexei of Moscow by Spyros
Alexiou, religious affairs re-
porter for Ethnos. The Pa-
triarch replied through Arch-
bishop Nikodim. The text of
the interview follows:
Q. As soon as it was known
that invitations had been sent
out by the Vatican to the Or-
thodox, you declared that "the
Vatican Council was an Intern-
al matter of the Western
Church and that Orthodoxy
had no place there. It was
then so reported. Is that true?
A The Russian Orthodox
Church, since the first an
nouncemcnt of the Vatican
Council made by His Holiness
Pope John XXIII and still to
day, considers the council xn
internal matter of the Roman
Catholic Church.
Q. Would you like to tell us
whether the above met toned
declaration also meant that
you were not willing to
send observers?
A. That declaration of the
Russian Church did not mean
that we were going to ignore
such an important meeting in
the life of the Catholic Church.
l,ikc the whole Christian
world, the Orthodox Church
was interested in the council.
Our declaration did not mean
refusing an invitation to send
observers to the Vatican Coun-
cil.
Q. Why after Msgr. Jan
Willcbrands' visit to Russia,
a few days before the opening
of the counril, did you agree
to send observers to Rome?
A. It was natural for the
Holy Synod of the Russian
Church not to consider the
problem of sending observers
to the Vatican Council without
a formal invitation from
Rome, which took piice
only a few days before the be-
ginning of the council.
Msgr. Willcbrands' visit to
the Russian Patriarchatehelp
ed us to have first-hand Infor-
mation about the nature of the
council and to decide conse-
quently to send observers to
the council.
Q. Orthodox Archbishop ta-
kovos of North and South
America said In a recent dec-
laration that: ‘While at the
beginning the Vatican had an-
nounced that it would have in-
vited the Orthodox churches
through the Ecumenical Pa-
triarch. giving them a chance
to decide in common whether
to send observers or not. at a
later date the Vatican,
through its representatives. In-
vited separately the Orthodox
churches, trying to disrupt the
unity between them.’
A. We do not see how the
unity of the Orthodox churches
could have been split by the 1
Vatican sending separate in-
vitations to the local Orthodox
churches. We do not consider
the presence of Orthodox ob-
servers at the Vatican Council
as a problem requiring a pan
Orthodox accord, but simply
as one good gesture implied
by the ecumenical spirit of
our limes
And ss a matter of fact, the
duties of the observers a:e
neither to discuss the problem
of reunion between the two
great churches, nor other
problems, whose solution be-
longs to the whole of Ortho-
doxy and not to one locxl
church. Our acceptance to *.o
to the council was decided be-
cause of the fair conditions
proposed by Rome
Consequently, the different
attitudes of the local churches
as to the sending of observers
to the-council cannot be consid-
ered by ui ai a cauie or a
consequence of sny split with-
in the Orthodox churches. And
that la because each Orthodox
local church is autocephalous
and consequently independent
of the other Churches.
Q. Does the separate deci-
sion of the Russian Church
raise the problem of
the Orthodox churches and,
in the future, of the unity of
the Christian world?
A. As we have already said,
the Russian Orthodox Church
accepted the invitation to send
observer* to Rome inspired by
an ecumenical spirit. The Rus-
sian Church pray* for the
unity of Christianity and works
hard In that direction to obtain
it. For that reason the Rus-
sian Church Joined the World
Council of Churches.
Bishops Are Seen Taking a Stronger Role
By REV. GREGORY BAUM, O.S.A.
NCITC Nesw StrvUt
With the Second Vatican
Council, the centuries-old
trend toward greater cen-
tralisation in the organisation
of the Catholic Church haa
turned.
This centralisation has come
■bout for several reasons. In
the Church’s struggle for free-
dom from the Interference of
emperor* and kings, from the
middle ages on, one of the
most practical means of de-
fense was concentration of
power in the hands of the Bish-
op of Rome, who was subject
to no secular lord.
This trend towards cen-
tralisation reached its peak in
the spiritual order through the
definition of papal infallibility
at the First,Vatican Council in
1870.
It came to teem that the
power to preach the Gospel In-
fallibly and to legislate in the
Church Universal was almost
exclusively concentrated in the
person of the Pope.
HE HAVE BECOME so
used to regarding the Pope as
the aole ruler and teacher In
the Church thet the Bishops
have become for us the heads
of their dloceaea and nothing
more.
This highly centratixed gov-
ernment, however, Is not real-
ly in harmony with Catholic
ideals. The Churcb’i social
teaching affirms the principle
of subsidiarity that higher
authorities in a society should
not usurp a function that
could be exercised by smaller
units in its care. Recent Pope*
have often declared that thin
principle of subsidiarity ia also
valid In the Church.
The present legislation In
the Church, however, doe* not
provide for the application of
the principle. Between the
Pope and the individual Bish-
op of a diocese there exists
no Intermediary ecclesiastical
body. The Bishops’ con-
ference/ existing in msny
countries have no status in
canon law. They have no au-
thority to teach or to legislate.
BUT THE Second Vatican
Council has already made it
clear that changes are in store
In regard to the effective
status of the Bishops.
The aimple fact of holding
a council recalled the tradi-
tional place of the Bishops In
the Church as teachers and
ruler* In the name of the Lord.
From the press reports we
know that the Bishops’ con-
ferences emerged as necessary
ecclesiastical organs at the
council.
Various national episcopates
met at regular intervals dur-
ing the council. They acted in
solidarity on several conciliar
issues, and the document on
the liturgy approved by the
council specifics that the gen-
eral principles contained in it
be applied and adapted by the
episcopal conferences to the
needs of their countries.
It has already become clear
that Bishops' conferences will
become intermediary bodies
between the Bishops and Die
Pope, capable of teaching and
legislating in their own coun-
tries.
THE PICTURE so often
drawn of the Church, where all
power and all teaching au-
thority is in the Pope, is cer
tatnly inadequate The Bishops
are successors of the Apostles,
and. in union with the Pope,
they also teach with authority
and are able to legislate.
Their prerogatives are not
derived from that of Peter,
but rather from the body of
the Twelve the Apostolic
College.
This universal episco-
pal office to proclaim the Gos-
pel and to rule the Church is
called in Catholic theology the
"rollegiality" of the Bishops
We have almost lost this an
cient concept We tend to con
tider a Bishop an individual
successor of sn apostle, in
stead of regarding him as a
member of the collective col
lege Uxl) which succeed* the
Apostolic College
This doctrine has imniedme
practical consequences \
Bishop in the Catholic Church
is not only the head of his
diocese he is also, and first
of all. a member of that bod)
which has the care of the I'm
versa! Church Hr is ro re
sponsible fur the life of the
whole Church
At the council the Bishops
rediscovered this mission
again
COULD THIS co rr*p»»niibil
ity for Dw Church Inner**!
find expression in an organua
tiunal structure after the coin
cil? It certainly couki' The
creation of episcopal confer
ences as legislative bodies it
already a partial exercise of
the Bishops' collegtality.
But there would be a way
of giving etea move perfect
expression to episcopal col-
legiality If an ecclesiastical
body were created at Home,
convening every two or Wire*
years, and made up of Bish-
op* delegated by the various
episcopal conferences. the
Pope and the Bishop* li>
gether could discuss and deter-
mine the ways of the Church
and the adaptation of Catholic
life to the needs of the dsy
This is a plan proposed by
many Bishops
It becomes obvious that
there is a certain dialogue
in the exercise of supreme au-
thority in the Church While
tha Pope, as the successor of
St. Peter, has supreme juris
diction in the Church, he is.
at the same time, a member
of the episcopal college and.
as auch. engaged in dialogue
with his brethren, the other
Bishops
A greater consciousness of
thi* dialogue structure, auch
as the Bishops gained at the
Vatican Council, will change
considerably the quality of
Catholic life There will be
greater diversity.
GREATER FREEDOM will
e-xut for the initiative of men
whom the Spirit inspire*. Un-
til now, so many good ideas,
so many ways of pastoral re-
newal, could not be trans-
lated into action because the
Church was so completely cen-
tralized. While the Pope was
always willing to hear the
Bishops, his administrative
body, the Roman Curia, was
not used to dialogue of any
kind. This will now change. At
the council this has changed
already.
Re-evaluation of the episco-
pal office and decentralization
in the Church must not be un-
derstood to mean that the Sec-
ond Vatican Council will give
more power lo the individual
Bishop in his diocese. More
power in this connection
means more Independence for
episcopal conferences, with
legislative power to apply and
adapt the genera! norms valid
for Die Church Universal
Bishops become more pow-
erful when they are able to
adapt Catholic life in their
churches to the needs of tha
people, without the handicap
of a uniform legislation des-
tined for the Church Univer-
sal.
WE MAY BE certain that
the dialogue structure within
the exercise of supreme au-
thority in tlie Church, brought
out at the Vatican Council,
will qualify the relationship of
superior and subject through-
out the Catholic Church.
The Bishops engaged in dia-
logue with the central authori-
ty of supreme jurisdiction will
find it natural to enter Into
diologuc with the people for
whom they are responsible.
This already happened dur-
ing the time of preparation for
the council In several dio-
ceses, Bishops getting ready
to engage in discussion in
Romo engaged first in discus-
sion with their people, both
pnests and laity
Mass Media as Teachers
Cited as Council Concern
By JAMES C. O'NEILL
VATICAN CiTY (NC) - The
ecumenical council's main in-
terest in radio, movies, tele-
vision and the press is to find
out how to use them to
"preach the Gospel and spread
Christian education," an
expert stated here.
Archbishop Martin J O'Con-
nor, rector of Rome's North
American College stressed the
point in sn interview. He has
been head of the Pontifical
Commission for Movies, Rs-
dio and Television since IX7
A native of Scranton, Pa., the
Archbishop was the only prel
ate not a Cardinal to head an
agency set up by Pope John to
prepare for the council Hie
Preparatory Secretariat for
Communications Media
"THE PROBLEMS of mats
media are not new to the
Catholic Church." Archbishop
O'Connor said
He pointed out that the Holy
See "has puhltthed several sol
cmn documents and various
Popes have spoken out on the
problems related to the press,
movies, radio and television
for the past to years
"
Yet, the council's three-day
discussion of a project on
mass communications Nov. ZJ.
24 and 28 marked the first
time in history that the world's
Catholic Bishops studied these
matter* together
Although the council Father*
approved of the substance of
the project, the Fathers re-
turned the project for rephras
tng aimed particularly at
making It briefer The Fa-
thers recommended at the
same time that the Pontifical
Commiasion for Movies. Ra-
dio and Television be expand-
ed to include the press
THE COUNCIL'S first
mandate went to thi* expand-
ed commission. Thu mandate
directed the commission to
draw up. with the help of ex
perts from various nations, a
mvtructioei on the
practical consequences of the
communications media proj-
ect
Arrhbuhop O'Connor noted
that in coatidenng the doc-
trinal aspects of mass com
munications in preparation lor
the council, the secretariat
bad two problems at heart
"First there u the matter of
the Church’s duty and right to
us* the new * mass communi-
cations to preach the Gospel
and spread Christian educa-
tion. as well as the question
of the limitations of this right
in concrete circumstances
within the framework of mod-
ern law*
"
In the second plsce, said the
Archbishop, the secretariat
was concerned with ’’general
use of mss* communications
in a world on the basis of
Christian morality and on the
basis of natural law the first
being of specific interest to the
Catholic community; the sec-
ond applying to all society
"
ARCHBISHOP O'Connor si id
there were three pastoral
problems
"The main problem i* to de-
termine how to use mass roe
dia for Christian purposes
Secondly, there it the question
cl bow to help Christian peo-
ple viewer* sad listeners
to profli. better from mass me-
dia and how to help them de
fend themselves m the world
of mas* media." the Archbish
op said
"For example there are the
problem* of educating choice,
understanding and use in
terma of personal, family and
•octal life In fact, it it a que*
t»on of bow man can preserv e
sanctifying grace in the fare
of the effecla of mas* media '
During the council discus
axms (he point was made that
"the pagan concept of life
which ia so widespread in our
times has Its origin in great
part in entertainment
Catholics living in a pluralistic
society must choose from
among the programs and
newspapers circulated in their
country which da not offend
their faith "
Related to these problem* it
the third pastoral concern
pointed out by Archbishop
OConnor: "How to prepare
Catholic people, clergy, reli
gitwia and especially the laity
for the fields of the press, ra-
dio and television "
During council session*, the
Idea of piofessional training
of laymen wa* constantly re
prated and iniisted on Arch
btshop O'Connor said that the
problems of the practical or
der differ according to the me-
dium and to the locality
"For example, there exists
today a fully commercially or-
ganized Catholic press No
similar Catholic organisation
exists within the field of mo-
tion pictures. Thus the evalua
tion of what Catholics can
achieve and the means they
should use in one field will
differ from others," the Arch
bishop said.
Governing Role
Of Council Cited
VATICAN CITY (NC)
-
Bishops who attended the first
session of the Second Vatican
Council participated in the
government of the entire
Church, according to the coun-
cil's general secretary.
Archbishop Pericle Felici
said this came about because
’’in making their decisions they
had before them, not only the
souls confided directly to them
but the true good of the whole
Church, even of the whole of
humanity, in a wondrous un-
ity of pastoral solicitude."
Archbishop Felici also re-
ferred to the practice of jour-
nalists and others of dividing
the council fathers into "cur-
rent* or contrails."
l) ■'/ •'. V
"OTHERS, MORE moderate,
wanted to divide the members
of the assembly into shepherds
and fiahermen, insofar as the
first would above all defend
the sacred patrimony of the
faith, while the second would
propose above all to obey the
command 'Launch out into the
deep’ (Luke 5,4) notwithstand-
ing the many difficulties of
apoatoltc seafaring," he ob-
served.
"But the sole reality la this:
all were anxious to establish
which truths should be put Uv>
.• •• ?•£*»:
day in greater relief and what
are the moat efficacious
means of bringing these truths
before the faithful. The same
holy freedom with which the
Fathers were able to outline
their ideas and opinions, their
experiences and proposals,
contributed in no small way
toward emphasizing the desire
for the study of truth which
animated each and every
member .of the council as-
sembly. ,
Archbishop Felici referred to
the council debate over the
controversial draft on Divine
Revelation as "particularly
lively at times but always
marked by a spirit of charity."
Ho said in this connection
that the council Fathers had
"dedicated themselves with
every energy to seeking out
the truth in everything that
could be questionable or the
subject of opinions."
Thll they did, he said, with
the double Intention of “giving
greater glory to the Church
and so that not only the faith-
ful might accept the truth
with greater readiness of mind
but that those who live far
away from the House of the
Father may also (eel Its ap-
peal."
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Interfaith Gathering
Bloomfield Audience Hears About
Protestant Reaction to Council
By JERRY COSTELLO
BLOOMFIELD A Protes-
tant delegate-observer to the
Vatican Council told an Intcr-
faith gathering here that the
council could well be “one of
the turning points of history"
and said it had been made
possible “only in the personal-
ity of Pope John.”
The Rev. Dr. James Has-
tings Nichols, professor of his-
tory at Princeton Theological
Seminary. was especially
warm in his praise of the Sec-
retariat for Promoting Chris-
tian Unity, headed by Augus-
tin Cardinal Bca, and ex-
pressed enthusiasm over the
leadership role taken by so-
called liberal Bishops.
DR. NICHOLS was the prin-
cipal speaker in a forum on
the council sponsored by the
Westminster Presbyterian
Church. Rev. Dr. James (1.
Emerson, pastor, served as
moderator for a panel discus-
sion which followed.
Panelists included Msgr.
Walter G. Jarvais, pastor of
Sacred Heart Church; the
Rev. Dr. John P. Robinson,
pastor of the Glen Ridge Con-
gregational Church; the Rev.
Charles Shulhafer, rector of
Christ Episcopal Church; C.
Willard Ucckei, associate dean
ot Rutgers Law School and an
active 'Presbyterian layman,
and Walter Quense, president
of the Holy Name Society of
Sacred Heart Church.
SEVERAL SPEAKERS
pointed to the site of the au-
dience—nearly too, including
standees and some who took
seats on the stage behind the
speakers—as an indication of
contemporary interest in even-
tual Christian unity. While no
one predicted reunion in the
foreseeable future, most
speakers indicated that chang-
es in attitude had done much
to create a climate for even-
tual unity.
"It is still too early to esti-
mate the value of the council
a< far as its actions are con-
cerned. but some striking
tendencies have manifested
themselves—even if they have
been reflected only in the
work the council declined to
do,” Dr Nichols said
The fact that some “con-
servative” schemas had been
turned back as "radically un
satisfactory,” he said, was of
great significance
THE USE OF “liberar' anti
“conservative" to describe
differing attitudes among
council Fathers may be rvU
lively accurate, but neverthe-
less unfortunate because of
the words’ political connota
tions. Dr Nichols Indicated.
He said the two lines of
thought were most broadly ev-
luent in reactions to Pope
John's call for a "pastoral"
Council. One group interpret-
ed the directive from a “de-
fensive" standpoint. Dr. Nich-
ols said, as a matter of hold-
ing and strengthening ortho-
dox opinions and “keeping the
from error."
The second group he des-
cribed as "more flexible
toward the contemporary
mind" and more interested in
the "personal relation between
the believer and his God." He
said Western European Bish-
ops were most prominent in
the latter group, while he link-
ed Italian, Spanish and US.
Bishops ns predominant in the
first.
“When votes showed that
ever 60*i of the Bishops rep
resented this more flexible
line of thought,” Dr. Nichols
commented, “I think both
groups were startled. Some
people are stitl adjusting to it.
At this point the air was clear-
ed and the council was radi-
cally changed."
THE THEOLOGIAN said
the presence of non-Cathohc
observers changed the way in
which the Bishops expressed
their thoughts, resulting in a
change in the tone and char-
acter of the council itself.
He declared there was no
precedent for "the concern
and the gracious manner'b'jfc.
hibttcd by l’o|>c John tovtltd
the Protestant observers and
said that world wide Protes-
tant gatherings usually incluo
ot! only a handful of Catholic
delegates, easily overlooked in
discussions
' But the Bishops found It
difficult to lose non-Catholic
delegates,” he quipped, "es-
pecially when they were sit-
ting in the best seats in the
heuse
”
In his reference to the Sec
rrlariat tor Promoting Chris-
tian Unity. Dr Nichols said
that organisation s interest m
the ecumenical movement b»J
been given encouragement by
Pope John "Where It will
lead." he concluded, “nobody
knows."
MM.lt JARVAIS said the
Bloomfield gathering accom-
plished in fact what Pope John
had asked for at the rounttl
' Modern Church history u
being made mat only in
Home." he said, “but in
Bloomfield as well."
Ileckel, conceding he was la
the role of the "deproaaant."
said he had been “disappoint-
rd and confused ' with the
council
The educator sanl the council
agenda was overlooking mat-
ter* nf supreme importance to
the work! in favor of “intra-
mural" items of concern only
to Catholics. When Msgr, Jar-
vais replied that the council
was, in fact, one of Catholics,
Deckel called for a world con-
ference of Christians.
On a local level, he de-
clared. cooperation between
the Archdiocese of Newark,
the Episcopal Diocese of New-
ark, the Newark Presbytery
and other church governing
bodies could “eliminate the
problems of the City of New-
ark by putting the Gospel of
Jesus Christ into operation."
IN HIS concluding remarks,
Dr. Nicbols stated “We have
been given a great gift—known
with assurance m the Roman
Catholic and other churches.
There is here a unity which
none of us have succeeded in
defining ... but wc know it in
a way our minds don't grasp
"
Proceeds of a collection
were divided between the
Catholic Bishops' Relief Fund
and the One Great Hour of
Sharing campaign. Rev. Mau-
rice O’Keefe of Sacred Heart
Church opened the program by
leading the audience in the
Our Father
Dr. Emerson's concluding
prayer expressed the hope
“that this conversation which
started In Rome will not stop
here
Billboards to Aid
rosary Crusade
HOLLYWOOD, Cat (NC) -
Tie nation's outdoor advertis-
ing industry will place 4,000
I'oslers throughout the country
during I>ent to stimulate in-
terest in the Family Rosary
Crusade ansi Crusade for Fam-
ily Prayer of Rev. Patrick
Peyton. C S C.
The campaign will be car-
ried out through the Outdoor
Advertising Association of
America. whose members
r y l»ed more than half tnc
funds necessary to finance
il
SIGNING UP — Pankla Cahill signs up for the second
session of theSt.Philipthe Apostle Adult Schoolof Theo-
logy, which opens March 3 at the parish yorish youth center.
Taking the registration are Mrs. Raphael Donato and
John Reid of the parish Confraternity of Christian Doc-
trine. The lectures are being given by Rev. William Keller
of Seton Hall University and Rev. Paul Perrotta, O.P., of
Caldwell College.
Immigration Bill Proposed
WASHINGTON - Rep Jo-
seph G. Minish of New Jersey
has introduced a bill in the
House of Representatives to
amend the Immigration and
Nationality Act. The bill pro-
poses a substitute quota sys-
tem for the present system
based tin national origins.
The bill would base im-
migration quotas in part on
comparative population of for-
eign countries amt in part
upon the proportion of immi-
gration into the U S. from the
various- countries during re-
cent years
Tlie total immigration quota
Would be set at 230.000 a year
as compared to the existing
number of about 157.000 Fifty-
thousand of the total would tie
set aside for use by refugees
and escapees without regard
to the quota areas from which
they come
Rhodesian Catholic Schools
Lead in Integration Pattern
SALISBURY, Southern Rho-
desia (NC) A quiet revolu-
tion in education in this South
African nation has begun at
three Catholic schools here.
Black, white, Indian and
colored (mixed race) children
are studying together at these
schools without signs of racial
tension, according to a survey
published in the Rhodesia
Herald.
INTEGRATION generally is
proceeding at a slow and cau-
tious pace, however, as the
country's educators are trying
to make a reality of the South-
ern Rhodesia Education
Amendment Act.
The survey concluded that
the Catholic Church is "well
out ahead" in the program of
multi-racial education at both
the primary and secondary
levels. The newspaper quoted
a Catholic educator who said
the integration is not being
forced. He declared:
"It is absolutely voluntary.
We do not believe in integra-
tion for integration’s sake but
wc believe that the people of
Rhodesia ought to be able to
live together and if they don't
get the habit at school-going
age they certainly will not la-
ter on in life.”
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Xavier to Honor
Two Jersey Alumni
dhdfh
HONORED ALUMNI — Milton F. lewlt of Wtsl Englewood,
loft, and Chariot F. Pavarinl of Haworth hovo boon telec-
ted to receive the Xavier Intlgnit Award, which it pro-
•ented to dittingulihed alumni of Xavier High School,
New York City.
Well, Back
To the Printer
dh
For Youth and Parents
Paterson Vocation Rallies
Begin March 5 in Clifton
dhdh dgdghh
Paterson Vocation Days
dfhg d
Bishop Invites
Non-Catholics
d hd
In Australia
Bishops Criticize
Immigration Curbs
h dh
Martyrs' Cures
Under Study
dh
SAINT'SRELIC - Very Rev. G.J. Carcich. S.A.C.. provincial of the eastern province ofthe Poiiottine Fothen, prenntl to Archbishop Boland the relic of St. Vincent Pailottl withwhich the Archbishop bieuod the congregation at the Solemn Pontifical Mou honor-
ing the newly-canonical saint Fob. 24 at Sacred Heart Cathedral. Also present at the
ceremony were Auxiliary Binhops Stanton (loft) and Costello. '
Appellate Court Upholds
Hudson on Obscenity Case
dhdhdh
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Tour of Paterson's Missions
It Was Love at First Singht: Bishop and the Bolivians
BY ANNE MAE BUCKLEY
dgh
d
rtsf dhgdhdghd
NCWC News Service \
Following is thetext of an Englishtranslation mad* avail-
able by the Vatican of the address of Pope John XXIII on
Dec. 8, 1962, at the formal closing of the first session of the
Second Vatican Council.
Venerable Brethren:
The first session of the work
of the council, begun on the
Feast of the Divine Mother-
hood of Mary, comes to an
end on today’s Feast of the
Immaculate Conception hi the
radiance of
the grace of
h r who is
God’s moth-
er and our
own.
She pro-
vides the
mystic link
between to-
day’s cere-
mony and
that of the splendid opening of
the council on Oct. 11, while
her two feasts sound the key-
note of our prayer of thanks-
giving.
The deep significance of
these two feasts is all the
more striking when one re-
flects that our predecessor,
Pius IX, the Pope of the Im-
maculate Conception, inaugu-
rated the First Vatican Coun-
cil on this same feast day of
Our Lady. It is good to com-
memorate these happy coinci-
dences, which, in the light of
history, help one to recognize
how many of the Church’s
great events take place in
Mary’s presence, in testimony
and assurance of her mother-
ly protection.
THE COUNCIL, in its real-
ity, is an act of faith in God,
of obedience to His laws, of
sincere endeavor to corres-
pond with the plan of redemp-
tion according to which the
Word was made flesh of the
Virgin Mary. And as today
we pay reverence to the most
pure stem of the root of Jesse
from which the flower has
sprung—“ The flower from his
root shall rise up”—our hearts
are filled with a joy that is all
the greater in that we see this
flower blossoming in the sea-
son of Advent.
Now that the Bishops of the
five continents are returning
from this hall to their beloved
dioceses to continue the pas-
toral service and guidance of
their flocks, we should like to
dwell a little on what has been
done so far and, encouraged
and enlightened by this, to
map out the future while wait-
ing for the fulfillment of what
yet remains to be done to
bring the great enterprise to
a happy conclusion.
We will consider these three
points: the beginning of the
ecumenical council; its con-
tinuance; and the fruits which
are expected of it'in the way
of spreading faith and holiness
and apostolic activity in the
Church and in modem society.
BISHOP IN BOLIVIA - During the ceremony erecting the Paterson-spon-
sorcd parish of the Annunciation in La Poz, Bolivia (photo, left) Bishop
McNulry. who pruidod, receives Senir Estanislao Zuazo Eyzaguirre.
donor of the property for the parish. Bolivian president Victor paz Estens-
*oro attended tho ceremony. At la Pox airport, (photo, right) Bithop Mc-
Nulty it met k»y, from left. Rev. Chorfet Cattidy Rev. Marlin R. Kelly and
Rev. John Heutter. At far right it Rev. Joteph Cattidy, brother of the
Bolivia mitiioner, who accompanied the Bithop on hit trip.
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Religion and Races
Christianity is "a white man's re-
ligion used to enslave the black man."
Such is the potentially explosive teaching
of the Black Muslim sect. The leader,
Elijah Muhammed is even more vigorous:
"I'm doing all that I can to make the so-
called Negroes see that the white race
and its religion, Christianity, are their
open enemies.”
A RECENT Saturday Evening Post
article labeled these new fanatics on the
American racial scene ‘‘black merchants
of hate.” Another columnist ominously
describes them as ‘‘the Mau-Mau of the
American Negro world.” The Black Mus-
lims profess to follow the tenets of Islam
with the Koran as their Bible. They aim at
eventual black supremacy. The 6,300-seat
Chicago Coliseum will hold their annual
convention next week. Apparently, they
are a force with which to reckon.
What spawned this extremist group?
Probably 100 years of Negro impatience
with white man's promises. Little Rock’s
newsman Harry Ashmore commented:
"The Black Muslims are a warning to
which churches, community leaders and
public officials had better pay heed. The
masses of Negro people no longer are
willing to stand still; injustice has been
done, and change is going to come.”
The Muslims even: lash out at their
own race as being too passive; they don’t
want integration they want independ-
ence right here in these United States.
Negroes are Americans —but Americans
who have lost faith in America, in Chris-
tianity, in a white man’s world. The Black
Muslims capitalize on this tragic situation.
The rise of this movement, despite
its frightening aspects, may well arouse
the whole country to the frightful plight
of the Negro. There are almost 300,000
Negroes in this area. They are here to
stay our responsibility towards them
cannot be brushed out of sight like crumbs
under the carpet. Whites lament the fact
that colored people evidence no com-
munity spirit, they’re prone to crime,
even that they are an inferior race. The
fact is however, that hand-wringing,
flights to the suburbs, a general ignoring
of the situation won't solve the problem.
THE NEGRO HIMSELF has adopted
a “wait and see" attitude toward the
Church —but the Church can no longer
wait; she must be on the move and act.
Religion and the Church can do much
toward giving the Negro the refinement,
the moral standards, the belief in God
that will make him a better citizen. Asa
member of the Universal Church, he will
gain the status he needs; he will be spir-
itual kin to other non-white Catholics.
The Negro’s skin Is his prison: it’s
only when we begin to take a serious look
beyond, to his colorless soul, created and
redeemed by God, that Black Muslim ex-
tremism will be replaced by effective fac-
ing up to our obligations to the black man.
Sophia ‘Feels’ Married
Radio, TV and movie stars like pub-
licity. as long as it is not unfavorable.
Sometime ago Sophia Loren received
headlines from a most unusual source.
She was permitted to act as god-mother
for her sister’s child, and the priest, who
either through ignorance or good-will
towards the actress, performed the cere-
mony, was roundly criticized by an Italian
theologian for acting in this capacity. The
theologian said her private life excluded
Her as a spiritual guide and sponsor for
any child.
Sophia Loren’s present “husband” is
divorced. Since no divorce is legal in Italy,
a charge of bigamy was filed in the Ital-
ian courts. If convicted her “husband”
faces a five-year Jail sentence and Sophia
an equal prison term as being a party to
the bigamy.
THIS IS HOW she justified her posi-
tion: ‘‘l feel married. No matter what the
law says, we are married because being
married isn’t a matter of standing up be-
fore a judge or a priest and having him
say words. It’s a feeling —and I feel mar-
ried.”
This is a direct line straight to moral-
ity of the barnyard or the jungle. The
sanctity and dignity of marriage are
thrown into the discard completely and de-
fiantly.
People like Sophia Loren arc great
heroines in the eyes of many Americans.
A famous actor or actress has a host of
followers and idolizers no matter what
kind of a private life they lead.
Sometime
ago a very famous actress
gave birth to a pair of twins out of wed-
lock. Today she is just as famous as she
ever was. There was no mass or public
condemnation.
Most hair-dos. styles and skylarking
frolics many of them are in the realm
of the zany originate in the ranks of
the over-rich entertainers. The real danger
arises when people try to tailor and reno-
vate their moral standards to suit the
lives and customs of the stars rather than
the Ten Commandments.
CHILDREN IMITATE their elders.
Little Sue likes to wear her mother’s
old gown and high heeled shoes. Little
Joe likes to put his father's pipe in his
mouth.
Grown-ups today, in the same man-
ner. are apt to imitate the star*. Too many
Americans begin to make compromises in
their moral mode of life in accordance
with the lives and conduct of their heros
and heroines of stage, screen and radio.
High salaried idols who try to write
their own code are not good models for
the average American.
The Future of Our Colleges
In the Feb. 9 issue of Ave Maria,
George N. Schuster writes on Christian
education today. For many years presi-
dent of Hunter College, Mr. Schuster is
now assistant to the president of Notre
Dame University.
HE OBSERVES THAT “it is almost
taken for granted by some Catholic high
school counselors that their best students
ought to go to secular universities. That
some of them do is a fact which must be
cordially welcomed, but acceptance of the
principle that all should implies a grave
reflection on Catholic education as a
whole. A university like Notre Dame can-
not fulfill its manifest destiny in the long
run unless as many as possible of the best
students are sent to it.”
The point that Mr. Schuster makes is
most welcome to Catholic educators. The
standard argument for sending Catholics
to Catholic colleges was “religious” or
"safeguarding the faith." This is still a
good argument, but there is now another,
according to Mr. Schuster, namely, “the
manifest destiny” of Catholic colleges and
universities.
If all American higher education is
In transition and development toward
greater excellence. Catholic higher educa-
tion is no exception. Alumni of our col-
leges and universities do not recognize
old Alma Mater when they return to it
after 25 years. There are new buildings,
but these are only signs of deeper change.
The fact is that Catholic higher education
has received some excellent leadership
and increased support and these bring
academic excellence within reach. It U
also factual that the average Catholic lay-
man, including the college alumnus, is not
informed on the present condition of Cath-
olic higher education. It is a greatly im-
proved system.
THE POINT WE WISH to make here
is that Catholics can cooperate with the
efforts of our colleges and universities
to achieve excellence. We need not re-
mark that they can help by financial sup-
port. They can also help by sending their
brighter students to Catholic colleges. The
competition for bright students is keen.
The Catholic community in America
has come to that phase of its history in
the life of the Church when it must give
serious thought to the role of Catholic
higher education in America and what we
can do to make it great.
There Are Enough Vocations
There is almost panic on the sub-
ject of vocations to the religious life!
We desparately need priests for dioceses.
We need priests, Brothers and Sisters for
the contemplative life. The need seems
even greater for priests, Brothers and
Sisters In teaching, nursing and the so-
cial apostolate. The Holy See calls upon
America for vocations to serve in South
America. India and Africa plead for mis-
sionaries. The truth of the matter is there
is no lack of vocations. The lack is in the
respohse.
WE ARE SO CONSCIOUS of free-
dom in our traditions, there is almost
hesitation to encourage and foster voca-
tions among our youth. They know what
they want. It’s their life. The sophistica-
tion of our youth is at best pseudo-so-
phistication, They are not half so sure of
themselves as they would have us think.
They need help and guidance in find-
ing the way for which they are
best suited in getting to heaven. Parents
need not fear openly encouraging a voca-
tion. With centuries of experience the
authorities of the Church will carefully
screen out those best suited for another
way of life.
The general characteristics of a vo-
cation are not extraordinary. They are
found in the person with qualities of mind
and health to do the work of a particular
religious vocation. He or she must have a
desire of getting to Heaven doing the work
of his vocation. Finally his Intention
and offer must be accepted by the proper
authorities of the Church.
THE MOST OBVIOUS source of vo-
cations is the solidly religious home en-
vironment. Oddly enough it is the awe of
a vocation which many times deters par-
ents from encouraging their children
openly. They pray, but don’t talk. Para-
doxically they are the ones best suited by
the sacramental graces of their marriage
to counsel and advise their children.
If it be true —and it is “ask
and you shall I'eceive,” there’s not been
enough prayer for vocations. Pray then
“send forth, 0 Lord, laborers into Thy
harvest.”
Answer to Prayer
Christ’s Words Recall
The Dream of Jacob
By FRANK J. SHEED
We ere with Our Lord on the
flying rial! He made to Galilee
before lU* full public ministry
began Nathanael haa ju»t
joined the group, bringing the
disciple* to five And Our
Lord ha* Just made the firtt
*tatrmrnt about Him self trial
U recorded -You ahail are
the heaven opened, and the
angel* at God amending and
descending upon the Son a!
man
The disciples would have
reeognlred these » orris. UMd
at the dream Jacob had had
close to 2.tt» years before He
had named the place at the
dream Bethel, and Bethel was
on one of the road* that the
group might have been taking
on IU way to Narareth and
Cana.
TT IS AT !ea»t probable th»t
It was thetr arrival at Bethel
which bad caused Him to use
the imagery of the drean
that Jacob had dreamed theie
If to. the group would base
come due west from the riser
Jordan, reaching Bethel to-
ward! the end of the firtt
day’a journey There they
would have taken the mam
road north through Samaria
Two more day* would bring
them to the cod of their jour-
ney the first stage of that
more-than two-year journey
whose end was Calvary.
For the rest of Ilia life. Our
Lord was almost continuously
moving along the roads of
Galilee and Samaria and
Judea, always accompanied
by Ilia apostles, except on the
very last mile of the road
Of them all. we know Peter
best It is hard to imagine his
not taking the firtt favorable
moment to ask Nathanael
about the fig tree; if
Nathanael told him. the story
baa not coma down to us. An-
drew and John. too. the
veterans of the party, must
have told the new man Philip
and the even newer Nathaniel
what the Baptist had said by-
Jordan aide, and something at
least of what Our Lord had
aaid in His first long conver-
sation with them.
ONB QUESTION must have
been in all their minds con-
tinuously Who was He? Or
rather, since they knew He
was Jesus of Naiareth. whit
was he?
They were convinced by
now that He was the Moaaias,
who should redeem Israel.
That was Ills title, that was
HU function; but what exactly
waa He? Already they found
it hard to think of Hint as on
the human level only; He
towered over other men. Yet
what other level was there?
One phrase uttered by the
Baptist "Before I was, He
was" must have puzzled
them. We hardly notice 1L be-
cauae we know that later
Jesua waa to aay "Before
Abraham was made, I am,”
and to have preexisted the
Baptist strikes us as a small
matter compared with pre-cx
tiling Ahrahsm' But the five
disciple* could not read the
future They could only won
der
For toe moment, they were
not getting very much light
from their Leader upon the
mystery of Himself He talkei
of heaven opening and angels
s sc ending and descending But
not in a dream, as writo Jacob
they themselves should see the
sngels
THEY DID N'OT know whst
He had in mind. Neither pre-
cisely do are; bo incident quite
like thet is recorded Perhaps
there wai more movement of
angels at the Avcenston than
we *re told; perhaps we must
wait till the judgment
The prophecy was an mrr
tton of ills mystery, but rot
an elucidation The phrase
Sons of man" g**e them no
present light either We shall
talk of it again Hrre note that
Our lord uses it constantly
it occurs 80 times in the Gos-
pels
But not one of Hi* fol
lowers ever seems to hsve ad-
dressed Him by it, they (ltd
not know what to make of it
It answered no question about
Him; but. by its strangeness,
it was a reminder that there
wss a question to be answered.
Intentions for March
The Holy Father’s gen-
eral intention for March ia;
Renewal of the Church
through the self reform of
each individual.
The mlsalon intention
auggeated for the Apoitle-
ahlp of Prayer by tb« Pope
U:
NaUve apostles In Viet-
nam.
Khrushchev’s
Great Design
By LOULS F. BUDENZ
Try a* we msy. we cannot
conjure away communist
threats Compromise and lalse
hope* will not help us Com
munism itself will not permit
It.
That is the message of the
Jan. 23 New Time* in Its final
analysis of our American con-
tent to Hungary's downfall
The view is reaffirmed by
Khrushchev's grand design,
aimed at ending for good all
“capitalist remnants'’ and all
belief In God
THE NEW TIMES chides
the "Western press" for not
discussing the conclusions to
be drawn from our debacle in
Hungary W« quote;
"There has been very bttle
comment on these develop-
ments m the Western press
Writers who treated the pub-
lic to lengthy articles on the
‘Hungarian issue' have sudden
ly fallen silent, though now
there is much material for an-
alysis and comment."
When the National Broad-
casting Company, however, be-
gan on Feb. 3 to discuss the
Hungarian question in "The
Rise of Krushchev." Moscow
promptly ejected Its correspon-
dent.
The sort of discussion Mos-
cow therefore wants is some-
thing different. Moscow does
not want us to show that of-
ficial Washington was stupified
at the time of the Budapest
massacre.
Anyone who knows the na-
ture of communism under-
stood what Soviet Russia
would do: It would crush any-
one turning against it. The un-
forgivable sin of Imre Nagy
was that he proclaimed the
end of the Soviet regime in
Hungary and appealed to the
UN and the U.S. His appeals
were in vain, and be had to
die.
OUR COLLAPSE in Hun-
r.ery has prepared the way far
the great consolidation of So-
viet Power which Khrushchev
is planning. In September, be
called for "a (ingle planning
body" for that combination of
"socialist countries" in the
Council of Mutual Economic
Aid. This council could be
called in one sense ■ Soviet
Common Market, but it dif-
fer* sharply with the Common
Market in its aim.
Hie Soviet-controlled group
■ ■
i» and lkated to budding com-
munism That is precisely the
message given by Todor Zhiv-
kov, head of the Red
Bulgarian government, in the
January World Marxist Re-
view There he says that there
must be brought about, at
first from Berlin to Vladivo-
stok. the beginning of "the
single world wide socialist co-
operative envisaged by
Lenin "
This will not only mean the
fusing of the economy of toe
socialist countries" but also of
all Industries In effect, it will
form one empire under the
leadership of Soviet Russia.
Therefore Zhivkov stated:
"True Marxist-Leninists con-
sider it their prime duty to
work in every way to
strengthen the unity of the
socialist camp around the So-
viet Union." And he entitled
his article "Unity of the So-
cialist Countries Is Decisive in
Building Communism."
THE COMMUNISTS are
set-king to make out that any-
one who opposes them is a
defender of "the monopolies."
The results of toe "anti-
monopoly campaign" launched
recently in Moscow are now
brought here by the January
Political Affairs. But a vigor-
ous campaign for workers'
profit-sharing would soon help
cut down any such false ac-
cusations.
Our concern must be for in-
dividual freedom, now
menaced by toe reunion of
Khrushchev and Mao Tse-tung
over the prospective "grave of
capitalism.” We must also be
concerned with Red determin-
ation to crush out belief in
God, exhibited by the tortures
visited on Archbishop Josyf
Slipyi of Lviv. Shortly this
warfare may take on more
subtle forms.
Moscow has just issued its
second English edition of "The
Fundamentals of Marxism-
Leninism.” In that book a
fundamental thought for Reds
Is this:
“For centuries, the Church'
ha* tried to instill contempt
for earthly Ilf* and fear of
God. . .The Church threatened
with the wrath of God and
torment in hell those who
dared rise against the divinely
established rule of the ux-
ploltera.”
The Question Box
All Is Not Lost
For Single Girls
Several letters recently pub-
lished in The Question Box
leave little doubt as to the
existence ef a rather serious
social problem confronting
many young adult Catholics.
The following response, we
feel, represents at least one
small step toward alleviating
this problem.
Dear Fathers:
While reading the Jan. 17
edition of The Advocate, I
came across a query by two
young ladies who were seeking
a club to meet unmarried
Catholic men. May 1 tell then
through your column about
the Catholic Club of Union
County, an organization whose
basic principle is to bring
young single Catholic adults
together under social circum
stances. Our club meet* twice
a month; on the second Sun-
day at St. Michael s Hall, East
Jersey St. in Elizabeth, and
on the fourth Sunday at the
Kingston Restaurant, Morris
Ave. in Union.
The CCUC also features such
social activities as dances,
theater parties, bowling, pic-
nics. and beach parties, as
well as religious activities in-
cluding retreats and Commun-
ion breakfasts On a higher
plane we have dedicated our-
selves to assisting our chap-
lain in his work with toe Apos-
tolate for the Deaf of Union
County both physically and
financially
Membership in our organiza-
tion is open to any single Cath-
olic over the tge of 21 I shall
be glad to furnish additional
information about our club.
Richard Ward
52 Smith St.
Elizabeth
ANOTHER "over 21" club
active in the diocese and offer-
ing a variety of activities is
the Gregory Club of New Jer-
sey It meets every Friday
evening at ita own ciubroom*
Memberahlp Is restricted to
practicing Catholics, sponsored
either by a club m.mber or jy
a parish priest At present, we
are informed, there is a wait
mg list of applicants Interest
e-d parties should contact John
M Geary. SSI Valley Hd .
Upper Montclair
The Newark Archdmeesan
CYO offers a rather eatenaive
program to young Catholics
between the ages of iS and 26
inclusive Owing to the limita-
tions of apace, a letter outlin-
ing this program appears m
the Letter* to toe Editor oec-
Loo on toe opposite page
SL Mary's parish in Plain-
field illustrate* some of Ihe
potential of CYAC (Catholic
Young Adult Club) under CYO
auspices Their group, which
ha* been in existence about
three year*, meets on the s*-
ood Sunday of each month *t
* p m It boasts of about 65
active members. its own
newspaper, which offers an
outlet for literary and Intellec-
tual talent, as sreli ts a bal
aneed and varied social ml
rel'gioua program St. John s
parish. Orange, and Sacred
Heart parish. Bloomfield, also
support active CYA clubs
In connection with ihe CYA
program we might point out
that several of our original
correspondents were of the
opinion, based upon their own
experience, that
* toe IS
to 26 age grouping is
somewhat - arbitrary and un-
realistic in that it does not
take into account the vastly
differing psychologies inherent
in such a group, particularly
at the extremes. There ara
some moderators, however,
who will dispute this. They arn
of the opinion that the real
problem may well have been
the inadequacy of the local
group and, in support of this,
they [joint to the success of
their own and other CYO clubs.
IN A MORE specialized
vein are the following letters.
Dear fathers’
On Jan 17, you printed a
question from two young
ladies who were interested in
meeting young men. Please
tell them to blow out the
candle because, in the words
of a current TV commercial,
"Your search has ended."
Welcome home, girls! We’d
like to meet you, too Won't
you come and join the fun?
The Immaculata Play»r*
Guild operated under the aus-
pices of the Church of the Im-
maculate Conception. 30 North
Fullerton Ave. Montclair, pro-
vides the opportunity for
young people to meet eirh
other with a view toward mat-
rimony. The means to this
end is provided by the annual
production of a Broadway
musical comedy by our young
adults. This year we're doing
' Brigadoon." an all time fav-
orite.
We range in age from 18 to
36 You need not be a member
of our pariah. No specific dra-
inaLc talent is required We
will tram you If you can type,
sing. sew. act. drive a nail,
paint or dance, we need you.
An excellent social program
is provided for your enjoy-
ment
John W Kehoe
Producer
Dear Fathers
The Newman Club Alumni
of New Jersey is devoted to
tbc furtherance of the Newman
movement and to the relig-
ious intellectual and social
development of Its members
I would like to suggest '.hat
the two Catholic girls, men-
tioned in your column, be-
come acquainted with our
club Regular membership
i» open to Catholic men and
women who have completed at
least 64 college credits at a
secular institute of higher
learning Alumni of Catholic
schools are also welcome
Father William Daly of Se-
toc Hall is chaplain of our
group Meetings are held on
the third Friday of every
month at 8 30 p m. in the Se-
ton Hail Prep library.
We wish to invite any read-
er who would be interested to
come to several of our activi-
ties Marie lioehn. president,
and I will greet them and will
help them to become acquaint-
ed with other members
Marguerite Ermete
Membership Chairman
For Vocations
Members of the A postu-
late for Vocations can gain
a plenary indulgence under
the ordinary conditions on:
Each of the three Ember
Days. March 6, 8 and 9
Once a week, for reciting
daily, with piety, any pray-
er for vocations approved
by ihe ecclesiastical author-
ity.
A partial indulgence of
300 days may be gained for
each act of charity or piety
performed for the intention
of fostering vocations to the
priesthood.
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A Spur Toward Unity
Cardinal Ritter Suggests
New Definition of Church
ST. LOUIS (NC) - Joseph
Cardinal Ritter called for
anew definition of the Church
to help nuke it possible to
achieve a greater degree of
'Christian unity.
. Other Christians are “neccs-
aary" to constitute the true
Church of Christ, the Cardinal
said during a question and an-
swer period after an address
on the Second Vatican Council
to the St. Louis Advertising
Club.
The Cardinal said Pope John
wants the council to “make
the Church, a§ expressed hy
Catholicism, so attractive that
men could not refuse to ac-
cept it." And when he spoke
of the Church as expressed by
Catholicism he included "all of
our separated brethren as one
in Christ," he said.
ONE QUESTIONER asked
what the culmination of the
ecumenical movement might
be. Would it result perhaps in
anew church? Or will Protes-
tants and others be able to
unite with Catholics "only on
terms of the Catholic
Church?”
“Certainly there is only one
Church, and that is the Church
of Christ," the Cardinal said.
"Certainly it can take on a
apirit of newness, and this is
what we hope for ...
“Religion is not a static
thing; it varies. Of course the
doctrine doesn't vary’, but the
teachings must constantly be
updated to our times. Christ
not only spoke to the Church
2,000 years ago. He is speak-
ing to it today. And therefore
a definition of the Church is
needed," he declared.
"WHAT IS THE Church?
When that question came up
at the Second Vatican Council
it was requested that it be
postponed until we had more
time to discuss it. It shows
not only how important it is,
but how difficult it is. That tn
itself the clarification of the
nature of the Church could
be the means of union." the
Cardinal continued.
The Cardinal mentioned
Pope Pius Xll’i 1943 encycli-
cal on the Mystical Body of
Christ. He noted that the late
Pontiff had used the terminol-
ogy of St. Paul, in saying that
the Church is the Body of
Christ, continued in the presr
ent day. with Christ as Its
Head and men as its mem-
bers. Then the Cardinal said.
"There are ail kinds of
members in the humsn body,
and all are essential. So also
in the Body of Christ. AH
Christians throughout the
world, whether they be this or
that or the other, they are es-
sential to bring out the teach-
ings of the Church.
"Christ Is the Head and we
are the members. We all con-
stitute the Church. We aU are
necessary to constitute liia
Church."
CARDINAL RITTER’S for-
mal address traced the his-
tory of the Vatican Council
from its opening Oct. 11 to its
adjournment Dee. 8. He made
clear his concern for the posi-
tion of Protestants in the one
true Church and seldom used
the words "Protestant" or
"Catholic.”
The Cardinal said one major
effect of the council was on
the Bishops themselves. He
called it "the grace of a life-
time” and pointed by way of
example to the 2* different
rites used in offering Mass
during the council Few Bish-
ops hsd any previous detailed
knowledge of the different
rites prior to the council, he
said, let alone having had the
opportunity to witness them.
Noting that the Bishops rep-
resented virtually every coun-
try. every culture and lan-
guage, he said it would not
have been realistic to have ex-
pected them to have the tame
attitudes on all problems fac-
ing the Church.
"And yet all of the Bishops
are united in one thing tne
deep love of the people of
Ciod," he said He compared
them to fathers of families,
noting that some fathers are
atrlet and othera arc permls-
alve, but that both love their
children.
“Ik waa demonstrated over
and over again that the ap-
proach favored by the vast
majority of the Bishops wa*
that of a gentle pastor of
souls. In another day it may
have been possible to safe-
guard by restrictive legislation
and condemnations. Today it
sccma more appropriate to
lead lovingly," be declared.
He said he anticipated the
council would issue an appeal
"to the conscience of the world
that liberty of conscience and
true religious liberty be guar-
anteed and respected every-
where."
TWO QUESTIONS concerned
the role of the laity. What part
would Protestant and Catholic
laymen play in implementing
the true love for fellow Chris-
tian* that the Cardinal had
asked for?
“I believe the idea will sink
down from the Bishops." Car-
dinal Ritter replied. "The Bish-
ops in Rome began to evidence
a true Christian love, not only
for each other, but for their
separated brethren. We hope
that it will sink down, that
there will be charity among us
all. There will never be any
unity of the human family
without charity."
Another man asked tf there
is any possibility that the idea
could "seep up" from the lai-
ty
“Certainly." the Cardinal
aald. "When you speak ot
things coming up from beiow.
that is according to the mind
of Christ. Hi* Holy Spirit is
given not only to the teaching
authority of the Church, but
to the whole Church You peo-
ple have the grace of the Holy
Spirit given to you. and the
Holy Spirit can use you as a
means of serving His Church.
And I would tay the more that
comes from the ranks, the
healthier the Church will be "
PASSIONIST PRIEST - Eight newly ordained Passionist
Priest are shown after ceremony at St. Michael's Monas-
tery Feb. 22 with the ardaining prelate, Bishop Cuthbert
O'Gara C.P. Left to right they are Rev. Conrad Bauer,
C.P.; Rev. Michael Flinn. C.P.; Rev. Alexis Paul, C.P.; Rov.
lull. Parry. C.P.; Rev Antoine Myrund, C.P.; Rev. Bron-
don Kuvoy, C.P.; Rev. Bruce lwhhoit. C.P., and Rev.
Colqan Keogh, C.P.
Hypocrisy Assailed
In Anti-Bias Drive
PURCHASE. N Y - Arab
bl said here that religious
leaders across the nation
"mean business" in their
efforts against racial preju-
dice at it exists in this coun-
try.
"They are determined to as-
sume moral leadership in this
area as never before," said
Rabbi Marc H. Tanenbaum of
tha American Jewish Commit-
tee at a (orum at Manhattan-
vilie College of the hacred
Heart
The forum was sponsor-
ed by the National Federa-
tion of Catholic College Stu-
dents ami the Third Order of
St. Francis, through its Action
for Interracial Understanding
pnit
Rabbi Tanenbaum. chair-
man of the program commit-
tee for the recent Conference
on Religion ami Race tn Chi
cago. assailed the hypocrisy of
many Americans who profess
belief in God
"THE PERSISTENCE of
widespread and stubbornly re
stilant racial prejudice." he
said, "in the mfnds and in the
daily lives of many Ameri-
can*. who enjoy but probablv
do not merit the consolations
of calling themselves ‘believ-
ers. 1 contributes to the weak
ening of the religious and mor
al posture of our religious
communities.
"The dally contradiction be-
tween the profession of lofty,
religious, moral *nd ethical
principle* pronounced from
our pulpiti and embalmed tn
our Negro brothers and sis-
ters in most of the basic areas
where human necessity and
dignity are to be fulfilled, have
resulted tn a general pereep
tton of the church anti syna-
gogue as being spiritually ami
morally anemic, source* of
hypocrisy rather than of boll
ness
"
"From my association " he
said, "with Catholic. Proto
tant. Orthodox and Jewish
leadership. Negro and white
alike. I am persuaded that re
ltgious leader* today across
the nation mean business
They are increasingly
seued with the prophetic dis-
content that refuse* to toler
ate any longer the flagrant dis-
crimination* which are the
debasements of the sacred Im
age of God stamped tn the
personality of man.” tha Rabbi
concluded
Sees Emancipation
Work Incomplete
BUFFALO A New Jersey
Franciscan interracial leader
has characterised the centen-
nial of the Emancipation Pro-
clamation as a celebration not
so much of an accomplished
deed, as it is a reminder of
deeds yet to be accomplished
Speaking at the western New
York regional Communion
Breakfast of the Third Order
of St. Francis at St. Louis
Church, Rev. Roy M. Casnick.
0.F.M.. executive moderator
of Action for Interracial Un-
derstanding. stated, "1 find
that 1 must challenge all
Americans not to look back
over the past too year* to cele-
brate the emancipation of Ne-
gro slaves, but to look for-
ward at the coming 10 years
to emancipate the white slaves
of prejudice."
Father Casnick is a native
of East Peterson.
NOTING THAT it still takri
federal troop* to get some Ne-
frees into schools. that cer-
tain unions refuse to admit
Negroes and that decent hous
ing for Negroes is still a
dream. Father Gasnick added
that a Negro cannot even be
sure he will be waited on in
some northern restaurants
"One Negro publication, list-
ing hotels, motels and reitau
rants which do not dlscnm
inate, advertises itself as A
guide for a vacaGoo without
humiliation'. "
In answer to the emancipa
tton centennial challenge.
Father Gasatck pointed out tn
dividual action on the grass
roota level, exemplified by the
Third Order’* A.1.U., as "the
most promising solution to the
unfinilhed work of Christian
democracy. It will also bedhe
fastest solution." he con-
cluded, "if there ar* enough
Individuals to bring the med-
icine of love to a suffering hu-
manity."
Map Continuing Strategy
In Waron Racial Bias
CHICAGO (RNS) - Leader*
of the first interreligious Na-
tional Conference on Religion
and Race held here Jan. 14 to
17 have mapped a continuing
strategy against racial injus-
tices in major U.S. cities,
including Chicago. New York,
San Francisco and New Or-
leans.
The first step in the contin-’
uing effort was the transfer of
the conference secretariat
from the Chicago office of
Mathew H. Ahtnann, execu-
tive director of the National
Catholic Conference for In-
terracial Justice, to the New
York office of Dr. Galen R.
Weaver, secretary for racial
and cultural relations of the
United Church of Christ.
Dr. Weaver announced that
a steering committee would
meet March 26 in the Inter-
church Center in New York to
outline detail* of the strategy.
A* the second step, a "con-
tinuation committee" of rep-
resentatives of more than ?0
religious groups in the .-on*
ference will be named as a
policy-making body. It will
gather May 14 and 13 in New
York to review the work of
the steering committee.
Subcommittees are to be
named at the March 26 session
to help coordinate work in 10
"target cities"
Msgr. Wall Named
To Head Board
PATERSON Msgr. Wil-
liam N. Wall, director of the
Mt. Carmel Guild Social Serv-
ice Center, has been elected
chairman of the Pauak
County Alcoholic Rehabilita-
tion Board.
The board waa created bv
the Paasalc County Board <.f
Freeholder* to aaalat rehabilia-
tion of alcoholic* in coopera-
tion with county courts.
Choaen to aerve with Msgr,
Wall were Rev. Sydney
Olorenahaw of Chrlit Epis-
copal Church, Totowa. vice
chairman; Passaic County
Warden John Tanis, secretary,
Canadian Family Life
Conference Carded
OTTAWA, Ont. (NC) - Gov.
Gen. Georges Vsnier of Cana-
da and his wife have announc-
ed they will sponsor a national
conference on family life here
in the spring of 1964.
Religious and educational
leaders, social welfare workers
and others will be Invited to
participate.
The purpose of the con-
ference will be to provide op-
portunity for persons interest-
ed in the welfare and stabil-
ity of the family to confer.
Where There’s a Will,
There May Bea Roof
BOSTON (RNS) A Cath-
olic church in a poor parish
in Poitre, France, may get its
leaky roof repaired tf a bill
new before the Massachusetts
legislature is patted
The Ways and Meant Com-
mittee heerd a itrangc ttory
of an old bequest when At-
torney Mildred Bixby related
how Mrs Jacqueline Kennedy
berime interested in the
church after visiting Poitre
during a trip last year.
Many years ago someone in
Massachusetts willed money
to "the parish priest ' in the
French village When the will
was sent through Probate
Court tn Massachusetts It was
discovered there wts no priest
in the village, so the terms of
the will could not be carried
out
Under the escheat law. af
lowing the state to sene be
quests which are not claimed
for a stipulated number of
years. Massachusetts acquired
the money,
Mrs Kennedy discovered on
her visit to France that there
is now a priest tn the village
On her return home she in-
terceded with Massachusetts
officials in an effort to help
the church The existence of
the oid will was discovered
and now Miss Bixby has re
quested that the stair produce
the money
"The church needs it badly,
the roof is still leaking." she
said The original bequest was
lor 4i83.2C Attorney Bixby
rsks that amount be sent to
franc*, plus tnterest due
THE FIRST Pope to attend
an ecumenical council was
Caillttut 11. present in 1123 at
the First Latrran Council
Making Pikers
Of U.S. Hikers
YOKOSUKA, Japan (NC)
While Americans back home
are walking all over each
other to chalk up 50-mtle
hikes, a U. S. captain has
started his third 826-mlle trek
from here to Beppu tn south-
ern Japan to raise funds for a
Catholic orphanage.
Capt. John O. Arnn, 39, of
Carmel, Cal., with eight
other U. S. servicemen and
four Japanese, left here on a
marathon hike to collect con-
along the way lor
the Garden of Light orphan-
age ia Beppu. Their goal is
<15.000,
Contributions from the two
previous hikes $7,000 from a
1960 hike and <4,000 from a
1961 hike helped pay or a
two-story reinforced concrete
building which was recently
completed at the orphanage.
The building houses 66 or-
phans.
Raise $6.5 Million
BERLIN (RNS) - The sec-
ond special Christmas cam-
paign lor financial support of
the Church in Latin America
brought in <6.s"'million from
West German Catholics.
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For Irish Interna*
tional Airlines Res-
ervations or Infor-
mation, Call, Write
or See
Z
4 > l ‘til h>
Vacation in Europe
-Visit the Shrines
Here’s an ideal holiday in Ireland, France, Spain, Italy,
and England. A swift Shamrock Jet wings you from New
York to Ireland in less than six hours aloft. After Dublin,
you’ll fly to Lourdes and see its unforgettable wonders!
Then Barcelona and a visit to Montserrat. Next stop is
Palma de Mallorca, picturesque island resort. In Rome
see the Vatican Museums, theSiatine Chapel, the glorious
treasures of the Church. Your tour of Paris includes all
the sights that have made this the Queen of Cities. Then
the grandeur of London. The Main Tour ends in London,
but you can easily arrange an optional extension in Ire!
land, which includes a day in 16th Century splendor on
the Shannon Medieval Tour. When you leave, Irish In-
ternational will carry you in comfort to New York. Take
the Main Tour from New York for just $83.74 down, in-
truding transatlantic economy jet flight and all European
;land arrangements. You’ll have 24 months to pay the
balance on our low-interest Shamrock ThriftairPlan. A
3-day extension in Irelandcosts just$6l. Why wait? Your
Travel Agent can book your tourfrom May through Sep-
tember. Optional extension to Beauraing Shrine Celebra-
tions, Belgium, August 22.
Complete cost of Main Tour $837.40
miRISH
mmimi
mints
mums
572 FIFTHAVI., N.Y. 38, N.V. PLAZA 7-9200•IN NEW JEASIY CAU MARKET 4-5577
na a
Tour Manager, Irish International Airlines
67a Fifth Avenue, New York 38, N.Y.
Pleaee eeijd me the full details on Irish International'sTour of ths
Shrines.
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Th® BLACK ROBED GAVEL POUNDER
Every day he makes decisions and hands down verdict! from hit bench in the courtroom. Hepresides
over the affa rs of jurisdict.on and keeps law and order. He is looked up to by lawyer, juryand Comma-mty. He must make wise and just decisions based onhis study and Interpretation of the lawand his good
common sense.
•
NeS/abkn^0 TV *,OP* *,ud7« •• • hit books of law. current periodicals, trad, magazines end theNEWARK NEWS. He keeps abreast of the times In all local, national and international affairs byreading
ST'*'
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INYEIVIEW - Pope John XXIII is interviewed by John
Casserly for the American Broadcasting Co. The informal
talk will be a segment of the Easter Sunday TV docu-
mentary, "The Vatican."
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News From Vatican City
Vacations Renew Spirit: Pope
fg
sgfs
PRESENTS DRAWING — Msgr. Jouph H. Dooling, left,
dirocior of the Mt. Carmol Guild for the Archdiocese of
Newark, gives an original drawing ”Fingers for Eyon,"
done by Warren Kremer. to Rev. Arthur McGratty, S.J.,
director of the Xavier Society for the Blind. At right is
Rev. Richard M. McGuinness, director of tho Mt. Carmel
Guild Center for the Blind. The presntation was made
during the observance of Catholic Week for the Blind.
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News From Europe
Cardinal Cites ‘Test of Love’
MALINES, Belgium (RNS -
Leo Joseph Cardinal Sucnens,
Archbishop of Malinei-
Brutaela and Primate of Bel-
gium, in a pastoral letter la-
sued here, paid high tribute
to parents who have met the
"test of love" by patiently ac-
cepting and rearing defective
children.
He said they merited “pro-
found graditude" for their
"example of forgetfulness of
self in the service of poor
souls especially dear to God."
THE CARDINAL denounced
“mercy killings" not only
of deformed children but of
handicapped adults and the
aged —as showing "how cer-
tain moral values are com-
promised in our contemporary
world."
Cardinal Suenen's letter, en-
titled "The Sarredness of
Life,” was regarded here as
of exceptional importance, es-
pecially in the wake of the
trial in Liege last November
when a mother and three
others were acquitted in the
mercy killing of a child born
deformed.
The Cardinal made no
specific mention of the Liege
case, ills pastoral was con-
cerned instead with what he
called "the critical compro
mise of moral values involved
in individuals or the state kill-
ing innocent babies, crippled
and elderly people."
•
Dutch Faith Weaker?
THE HAGUE. The Nether
lands (NC) Though church
membership totals reflect en
optimistic picture for the
Church in the Netherlands, an
analysis of Catholic life
throughout the country shows
cause for concern
Thu is the conclusion of a
study made by the Dutch
Catholic Institute for Social
Studies, which reports Suadsy
Mass attendance averages as
low as 23% in big cities com-
pared to 70% in villages. Other
indicators cited are the declin-
ing rate of religious vocations
and the birth rate.
The study is a follow up to a
Dutch government compilation
of church membership made
tn 1960 that showed Catholics
at 40.4%, Dutch Reformed. 2ft -
1%, Calvinists, *3%. others.
34. and those with no af-
filiation. 18 4%.
o
Street Christian Spirit
UTRECHT, The Netherlands
(NC) AH classes, not only
those in religion must aim at
Instilling a Christian spirit in
students, the Dutch Bishops
stressed In issuing new regu-
lations for Catholic schools
here
The Bishops specified the
number of hours which must
be given to religion classes in
the various levels of Catholic
schools, but declared
"For a Catholic school a is
not enough that religion
cUsset are offered The Cetb-
olle echool must offer a Cath-
olic education In aU cUsset
and by means of the spirit
that exista within the school
community.
"The head of the school and
•11 teachers are responsible
for creating a Christian men-
Ulity and they must try to
lead pupila on their way to
a Christian adult life."
w
Threat of Interdict
BRAGANCA. Portugal
(RNS) - Bishop Abilio
Augusto Vss das Neves of
Braganca hat threatened to
place under an interdict the
village of Ervedosa because of
the refusal of its InbabiUnts
to have their parish annexed
to the neighboring parish of
Agrochao.
The Bishop had ordered the
parishes merged because there
were insufficient priesU to
sUff them separately.
The Bishop said he had ex-
hausted "aU reasonable per-
suasive Christian means" to
have the parishioners in
Ervedosa accept his orders.
An interdict U an ecclesiasti-
cal censure which excludes the
people from participation in
certain sacred offices snd
from the reception or admin-
istration of certain sacra-
ments. although remaining in
communion with the Church.
•
Tax Too Heavy?
VIENNA, Austria (NC)
Government • authorised tax
collecting by the Catholic
Church in Austria may be
causing a reported withdrawal
of some 10.000 persons a year
from the Church, the bulletin
of the Vienna Archdiocese has
said
The bulletin said that the
collecting of Church contribu-
tions by taxing may be an ex
ease for breaking away from
the Church.
Church authorities send out
a form similar to the V. S.
federal income tax form
which includes a table indicat-
ing the amount due according
to personal income The church
can sue in esse of default,
but it kss never done so
•
Churches Reopened
Madrid < rns» - Ten rrot-
estam churches tn this coun-
try have been reopened re-
cently with the permission of
Spanish authorities, it was re-
ported here by Jose Cardona
Gregory executive secretary
of the Commission for Protes-
tant Defense (Commission de
Defense Evangelical
The churches are of Evan-
gelical. Brethren. Baptist snd
"independent' - denomination.
Gregori also reported that
although his rommusiM has
intervened in seeking the open-
ing of sis other churches, they
still remain closed snd
■ sealed" by ihe government.
•
Data for Migrants
VALLETTA. Malle (NC) -
People who want to emigrate
to oilier countries should be
thoroughly prepared in
advance anil should be able
to form a true picture of con-
ditions tn their destinations,
according to the president of
the Catholic Committee for ln-
tra European Migration
Rev. Georges Rocbceau said
this is particularly necessary
for Malta, where chronic un-
employment makes emigra-
tion a necessity.
Making available accurate
information about the possibili-
ties of migration it the joint
responsibility of the Church,
government, press and tele-
vision, he said.
•
Defense Training
BIRMINGHAM. England
(NC) Priests in nearby
Walshall are receiving civil
defense training to prepare
them aa leaden in local res-
cue actiona and in protective
and evacuation operations.
Home Office officials and re-
gional civil defense officen
are giving the priests lectures
and demonstrations. The
course will also be given the
priests in other parts of the
Birmingham Archdiocese.
Interfaith Meeting
CANEA, Greece (NC) A
second interfaith meeting bas
been held in Greece by Ortho-
dox, Catholics
.
and Prot-
cstants, less than a month
after an earlier gathering.
Organized by an Orthodox
prelate, Bishop Irenaeus of
Kiasamou, the meeting here
took place in the historic Or-
thodox Gonia monastery. At-
tending were the Bishop and
another Orthodox priest, an
Anglican clergyman and two
Protestants from the U.S. and
Germany. The Catholic repre-
sentative was Rev. Arsenius
Agious. O E M. Cap., a parish
priest in Canea.
•
Joint Meetings Set
FRANKFURT. Germany
(NC) Representatives of the
Protestant ministers and Cath-
olic priests in the Frankfurt
area will meet four limes a
year to try to clear up mutual
misunderstandings and to es-
tablish fields in which they
can work together publicly.
Goal of the new conference
is to give witness to the fact
that Catholics and Protestants
are brothers In Christ without
overlooking or minimizing
their fundsmental differences
•
Anglican Pilgrimage
LONDON (RNS) Two
groups of Anglican church
members are scheduled to
make a pilgrimage to the fam-
ous Catholic shrine of Our
Lady of Lourdes in France
next August
One of the pilgrimagej wtH
be headed by Anglican Bishop
Wilfrid Wertall of Credlton.
and the other by the Rev
Colin Stephenson, administra-
tor of the Anglican ihnne at
Wtlsicgbam
•
Social W eek Planned
MADRID (NC) The 22nd
Spanish Social Week on the
theme “Social and Civic Ed
ucatlon in a Society of
Masses." will be held June 24-
30 in Oviedo
English Archbishop Scores
Communist Union Officials
LIVERPOOL. England (NC)
Archbishop John Heenan of
Liverpool has criticized com-
munist shop stewards for dis-
rupting British industry
The Archbishop wrote:
"IN THEIR OWN spiritual
home that is in any Soviet
land they would be shot out
of hand for starting strikes.
"The good shop steward Is
there because he generally
wants to safeguard the rights
of his mates. The bad shop
steward is there because he
wants to use his fellow work-
ers for his own insidious pur-
poses. It is the bad
shop stewards who have given
the rest an evil name. Let us
face the plain fact. A mem-
ber of the Communist Party is
under orders to become a
shop steward
"Communists can walk Into
key positions almost at will.
Once in they set to work to
disrupt. No communist be-
lieves in liberty. But in our
country the bad shop steward
is out to destroy industrial
peace. That is why we need
Christian shop stewards.
"The wildcat strikes can
rarely If ever be justified.
But the official strike called
by the union may well have
as its cause the injustice or
arrogance of the employer. It
is surprising how many boards
of directors fail to see that if
they declare annually
dividends running into millions
the employees are going to
demand a rise in pay.”
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ILLUSTRATED ABOVE
ROXBURYS
AFTERGLOW
A
■
e»y tic *ie • r
OEMSTRAN)
Three fourths of inch of deep lustrous
acrilan pile.
,17 decorator colors in all the most
«. desirable hues
Real luxury in a down to earth price.
12 & 15 ft. widths.
95
sq. yd.
COLOR MAGIC
A
•C r ,110 1 1 C• r
OEMSTRAN)
15 rich vibrant tweed colors in a blend of
matched and contrastingshades.
Random sheared to hide crushing, truly a
carpet you can live with.
12 & 15 ft. widths.
sq. yd.
ROXBURYS
MAGICAL
A
i et ,H c 1 1 bur
ChEMSTRAN)
A tremendous value.
A deep carved leaf pattern, equally at home
". with modern,traditional or provincial.
14 Lush colors.
12 & 15 ft. widths.
95
sq. yd.
MAGEES
RAPTURE
A
■ cryiic flbar
ChEMSTRAND
Brand new 111
* Vr _ , . ■' ■
' The sheen of silk.
I
The colors of the rainbow.
A magnificent addition to any decor.
12 & 15 ft. widths.
95
sq. yd.
—*"
MASTER FLOOR K•f#
4 & 17th STREET
A
FAIR LAWN. N. J.
mm
Opop ovt* till 9 P.M.
Phono SW 7-5414
"" 4 PM
for ootlmato at no charge Parking at th« door for
your convonlonco
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630 Main Street
Haickensack, NJ.
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FREEZER OWNERS
No money down ... 4 month* to pay!
Full Hindquarter of
U. S. Choice Beef
Custom cut into enough delicious
Sirloins, Porterhouses, roasts, stew,
beef, chopped beef, etc. to serve ban-
quet meals to the average family for
four months. Flash-freezing, freezer,
wrapping and delivery included.
TERMS AVAILABLE
Average Order It Accompanied by a Filled Book of
TRIPLE-S BLUE STAMPS!
If you want the beat...
fPwkaUl «. the place
MUSIC INSTRUCTION
*T Ovibfltd TiKlwn
on rum). Orgaa. Acrordiaa
Individual and Group Laaanaa
liannm Rantal AvailaMa
AMERICAN SCHOOL
OF MUSIC
llvdiaa la Tam and Fair Lava
Far DaTailad lafa.. Call LA LIUI
Seven...
(And toon there'll
be eight!)
Savings Offices Serving You!
At home or ot work, there's on
Oritonl Savings office near you
offering . . .
• High Earnings
• Insured Safety
• Friendly Service
SAVE BY MARCH 10th
EARN FROM MARCH Ist!
• WHERE YOU SAVE . . . DOES MAKE A DIFFERENCE"
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with a TC* SPECIAL CHECKING ACCOUNT
You can check the outgo, check the loopholes, check every payment
you make when you have a ••TC" Special Checking Account. You
don’t have to keep any minimum balance. Your checks cost only lOC
each plus a small monthly account maintenance fee. No charge for
deposits. We’ll print your name free on every check, too. Come in to
any of our 12 offices - open Monday evenings 6 to 8 P.M.
ns
.• --.'l'
The
Trust Company
of New Jersey
Jersey i
Hoboken
Weehawken
Union City
West New York
Secauous
Mtmbtr Frtcral Otpotlt
Imurutct Corporation
Maryland College
Honors guild President
gf
s
NEW HONOR — Mr*. Thomas J. Smith, pictured above
with Archbishop Boland, has been named the recipient
of the St. Louise de Marillac Medal.
Bayley Seton League
To Open Jubilee Year
sf sg
St. Elizabeth's Leads the Way
In New Chem Study Program
fsdg sgf gsfg
STUDYING CHIMIMY - Albert Zabady (left) of Bloomfield High School is one of the
instructors in the Chem Study Institute at the College of St. Elizabeth. He is shown
above with Sister Francis Eileen, director of the in-service institute for chemistry trach-
ars, and William Castelluccio of Barringer High School, Newark, one of the students.
Hospital Chief
In Symposium
sh
Quote
Of the Week
fg
Foreign Visitor
In Elizabeth
s
Elect Jerseyan
dfg
Glee Clubs to Compete March 3
sdfg
fgs
North Jersey Date Book
fdg
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Serra Asks
Question
On Vocations
sd
That's a Tooth
Of Another Size
gf
sgf
Bayonne Club
Turns to Science
sfgs
Benedictine Sisters Set
Science Fair March 1-3
sgfs
YOUTHFUL SCIENTISTS - First prize winners in the science fair held at St. paul of the
Cross School, Jersey City, show their projec[?] to Sister Maria Crucis, the moderatar.
The winners in the first and second dicisions respectively are, left to right, Joseph Gr[?]co,
second grade and Brian Dischler, sixth grade. F[?]t prize in the third division was won
by eighth graders Frank Bartola and Ronald Wessel.
Polish Children Sacrificed
For Council's Success
ŝ sgfs
Assum Ption Club
Gets Charter
śfg
Pope John Is Speaking to You
By JUNE DWYER
s
ś f
BACK TO WORK - Sister Marea Consuela, the former
Eileen Franz of St. Joseph's, Mew Milford, is returning to
her mission in Taiwan (Formosa) aftrer a two-week stay in
Kansas Conseula went to South China as a Maryknall
nu[?] in 1953.
Book for Youth
Jersey Priest Writes
For 'God's Little Ones'
sg fs
Our Mistake
sfg
Essec Plans
Retreat Day
f
Honored at Dinner
sfg
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Seton Forensic Finals
Set for Essex Catholic
fssgf
Essex All-Stars
To Play March 2
sg
Holy Family
Facing Test
In Girls' Loop
sgf
COTILUON QUEEN — Lynda Ashley (second from left) of AscensiOn (New Milford) is
Ciowned queen of the Bergen County CYO Cotillion Dance, Feb. 23 at lodl. Crown-
ing the queen is Rudy Moro, matter of ceremonies. Runner-up was Margueritte Riley
(beside queen) of Corpus Chrlsti (Hatbrouck Heights) ond third place, Morie Schnocken-
i>erg of Madonna (Fort lee).
Vocation Notes
Even One Book
May Be Enough
By MSGR. WILLIAM F. FURLONG
sgs
St. Benedict's Leads CYO Bowlers
dgf sdgf
Remind Mexican
Youths of Duties
g
Youth
Calendar
sf
Final Slated
In Tourney
ƒgs
Diocese Prepares
Guide for Youth
gsf
In Basketball Yourney
Paterson Teams Sèl CYO Crowns
ƒg fsg fsg
Youth corner
Students Answer
Call of the Road
By ED WOODWARD
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Form Holds in NJCC Event, But May Be upset in Several Other Tournaments
sdgf sgf sfgs sfgsf sgf
sports spot
Crystal Gazing
by ed woodward
sg sdf
The Top Ten
gs
Basketball
Calendar
dfg
Seton Hall Relay Team Tastes Sweet Victory in AAU Meet
sfdg sf gsfdg shsf
In National Championships
Close, But No Cigar for Three NJCTC Athletes
By ED GRANT
hf
gsdf gf
Pirates on Road
Peacocks Enter Homestretch
gf
Corsetto
Takes Lead
gf
Saul Retires
From coaching
ƒg
Gray Bees Aim
for Prep Title
gs
Standings
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Indifference to Missions
Shows Lack of Sincerity
sgf
fdg
Bishop to Visit
St. Stanislaus
sdfg
Society for the Propagation
of the Faith
sf
Japanese Practicality
Slow to Find Faith
g
Bishop Bites India's
economic Problems
fsg
fs
Brazil's Catholics
Require Our Help
gsfd
Fiji's Native Clergy
Doubles in Number
g
IN MEMORIAM - Auxiliary Bishop Stanton receives a
ciborium in memory of deceased members of Bishop Wig-
ger Council, K. of C., of Irvington and Maplewood from
uty grand knight.
Ukrainian Prelate
opes to Return
f ĝf
Laitin service
Ofice Set Up
s
120 Expelled
Sudan Restrictions Grow
Tighter on Missionaries
f sdfg
Goves Moisoners
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Pray for Them
Father Antonacci of Union City Dies at 89
UNION CITY - Rev. An-
tonlo Antonacci, M, a priut
<or 64 year*, died Feb. 25 i t
St. Mary's Hospital, Hoboken,
•Iter a short illness. A Solemn
Requiem Mass will be offered
at St. Anthony's Church here
March 1 at 10:30 a.m.
Father Antonacci had lived
In semi-retirement since 1951
with his brother here. He said
Mass each morning at St.
Anthony's Church and was a
/amiliar figure in the parish.
Visiting shut-ins and paying
calls on hospitalized parishion-
ers.
! BORN IN ITALY. Father
Antonacci began religious
studies in the Franciscan
House of Piedmonts of Alife.
HU studies were interrupted
by two years in the Italian
army. He resumed in the ma-
jor seminary at Portici and
completed his theology at
Grumo Monastery. He was or-
dained Jan. IS, 1889, in the
Church of Santa Lucia of
Monte, Naples.
Father Antonacci came to
the United States in 1913 and
fivo years later he became
chaplain at Holy Rosary
Academy, a post he served in
for 23 years before his retire-
ment. Since then he has as-
sisted at St. Anthony’s, while
living with his brother, Salva-
tore Antonacci.
In 1959, Father Antonacci
celebrated the 60th anniver-
sary of his ordination at a
Mass presided over by Arch-
bishop Boland. He had been
seriously ill three times since
his retirement, but recovered
completely on each occasion.
Msgr. V. Laurence Car-
delichio, pastor of Our Lady
of Sorrows parish, Jersey City,
will offer the Requiem Mass.
Deacon and subdeacon will be
Rev. Gerard M. Santora. pas-
tor of Holy Rosary, Jersey
City, and Rev. Sylvester J.
Livolai of St. Francis Xavier.
Newark. The eulogy will be
given by Msgr. Walter P.
Artioli, pastor of Mt. Carmel,
Jersey City.
In addition to his brother
Salvatore. Father Antonacci is
survived by two other
brothers, John of Riviera
Beach. Fla . and Dantcle of
San Jose, Cal.
St. Mary Yalcntinia
CONVENT Sister Msry
Vslentmia Morin, s member of
the Sisters of Charity of St.
Elisabeth for 60 years, died
Feb. 21 at St. Anne VlUe here.
A Solemn Requiem Mesa was
offered Feb. 23 at the villa
chapel.
A native of France, Slater
Valentlnla entered the Slateri
of Charity in 1903. She wae
atatloned at St. Mary'a Hos-
pital, Pasaaic; House of
Divine Providence, Ridge-
wood and Immaculate Concep-
tion Seminary, Darlington. She
had been at St. Anne Villa
tinea 1945.
Other Deaths . , .
Thomas Joyce, 74, of North
Bergen, brother of Sister M.
Mannls, 0.P., Slater M. Rita,
0.P., and Slater Rosemary of
the Mission Helpers of the
Sacred Heart of Baltimore,
died Feb. 2 at home.
John McLaughlin of Ba-
yonne. father of Sister Mary
Magdalen, principal of St.
James Grammar School. New-
ark. died Feb. 2 at Poliak
Hospital. Jersey City.
Mrs. Margaret O'Donneli
Kline of Bayonne, former re-
gent of Court Isabella. C.D.A.,
and aunt of Sister M. Gla-
vian, S.S.J., of Queen of
Peace, North Arlington. Sis-
ter M. Helena. S.S.J., of Our
Lady of the Valley, Orange,
and Sister M. Raymond,
0.5.8., of the Benedictine
Motherhouse. Elisabeth, died
Feb. 21 at home.
Joseph A. Harken of To
ronto. Can., brother of Sister
Regina Margaret of Holy Trin-
ity, Westfield, and Rev. Felix
Hackclt. C.P., of Hartford,
Conn., died Feb. R at St. Mi
chael's Hospital. Toronto.
Rev. Edward G. Fitsger-
ald, 0.P., 86, retired dean of
the school of Sacred Theology
at Catholic University of
Americs. died Feb 16 it
Providence Hospital. Washing
ton. DC.
Archbishop Beniamino Nar-
done, gs, official greeter of
the Holy See to visiting dig-
nitaries for so years, died
Feb 19 at Rome
James R. Ryale of South Or-
ange, brother of Sister M.
Aioyslus Oonugo, died Feb.
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Rev. Nicholas JannarelU,
March 2, 1937
Rev. Anthony DeVito, March
2, 1945
Rev. Robert E. Freeman,
March 4, 1914
Rev. Edward J. McGrath,
S.J.. March 4, 1923
Rev. John Carey, March 4.
1929
Rev. Hubert D. Garlland.
March 4. 1943
Rev, Waiter A. lienncsey,
March 6, 1954
Rev. William F. Sheehan,
March 6, 1960
Rl. Rev. Msgr. Edward G.
Murphy, March 7, 19J7
Paterson
...
lit. Rev Msgr. Michael J.
Donnelly, March 2. 1950
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KINNELON PLANT - This is the architect's sketch of the new school and auditorium for
Our Lady of the Magnificat parish, Kinnelon. Work is expected to begin this spring on
the ptant. The architect is Arthur Rigolo of Clifton.
Plan School
In Kinnelon.
KINNELON - Bida era now
being received for the con
structlon of the new school and
auditorium for Our Lady of
the Magnificat pariah here,
it has been announced by Rev.
John R. Ryan, pastor.
The eight-classroom school
and auditorium, which will
servo temporarily for Sunday
Mass, have been designed by
Arthur Rigolo of Clifton. No
date has been set for ground-
breaking, but it is expected to
lake place in April.
There arc about 425 families
in the parish, which was
formed ass mission two years
ago and created a canonical
parish last year. Children now
attend St. Anthony’s, Butler,
or the local public schools
The school will be a one-
story building.
Union Lawyers Elect O’Brien
ELIZABETH - Raymond D.
O'Brien of Elisabeth was
elected president of the Csth-
olic Lawyers Guild of Union
County at a Feb. 25 meeting
at the Columbian Club. He suc-
ceeds Superior Court Judge
Milton A. Feller.
Also elected were Richard
B Magncr of Linden, vice
president; Jacob L. Triarsi of
Elisabeth, treasurer, and As-
sistant Prosecutor John J
Dugan of Elizabeth, treasurer.
Myles J. Gilsenan of Eliza-
beth and Chester C. Tigges of
Summit were named chair-
men of the annual Red Mass
program to be held In Septem-
ber.
DIVINE Tradition is that
pert of revelation not con-
tained in Scripture.
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:to sell your home fast
• lmut on Liitmjr It With
MTJ3S3L HSJw
It* *tll«Ylli« Pikt, Ailintlon
WYman 1-4122
Opm Weckrnd) b> Appointment
FAMILY MONUMINTI
John f. a. McGovern
MEMORIALS
AUTHORIZED DEALER
• 1001 ROAD
NORTH ARLINGTON. N J
WYm»n I 34TJ ClUxra * *U»
WHEN YOU WANT
FLOWERS CALL:
HANOVIR FIORAI CO.
Cryt
4! lWt«4«l« Art. H<MW
tucfc.r ;«m
MICHAEL J. HARRIS
INC.
HIGH LEVEL
ROOFING EXPERTS
SHEET METAL
CONSTRUCTION
>0« CMUtCWtV SC MootJ
AND INSTITUTIONS
mCIAUSTS IN
• Residential Roofing
• Leaders A Gutters
• Siding
El 3-1700
441 NIW AOINT lOAO
lUZAUTN. NJ.
IllAtllSMtO I*IS
WROUGHT IRON
RAILINGS
CAll
xti
IItIMATI
INSTALLED - NO EXTRAS
NO OBLIGATION
JUST CALL
PASS.-BERG. I HWR. ARU
AR 1 7650 I ES 4-1100
246 Vrwlond Aw.
Rot*uon, N.J.
SItVINO NATIONALLY
FAMOUS INSTITUTION!
TOl OVU 45 TIARS
COATS - APRONS
FROCKS - TROUSERS
TABLE A BED LINENS
INDUSTRIAL UNIFORMS
ACME
COAT APRON A
TOWEL SUPPLY CO.
WYmon 1-3654
J CMISTNUT KIAtNY
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• Quolity • Sarvic# • Supply
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THINK
about
Air
Conditioning
in
February
If yeu’r* win you’ll inttafl air
ewdltloning NOW to araM
anethor hot, homld sumraor.
CALL CLIMATE CONTROL
TODAY
• One of N. J.'t eldest air
conditioning companies
• Full stiff of air conditioning
airports
• Comploto line of Chryslir
Airtemp equipment
• Free survey of your needs
without obligation
~limat§ fonfroi
LUMBTY fVft 911,99jJ
301 Eedcer Anenue. Newark 8, N. J.
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AUTO DEALERS - NEW CARS
BUICK
North Essex Bulck Cos.. Inc.
Au'Hortnd feuck hnva
)■ It mi MotbAilO >1
PI
j«*>
■■ MmtUlr it IS Luti*uia PUii
PI *«TM
BUICK • MERCEDES-BENZ
Austin! U-ti a Inn
MAPIE BUICK INC.
txaluM M Min
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CADILLAC - OLDSMOBIIE
LAfMJ MOTOR CAB CO,
Sale* 4 Mntn
CuiuM l'«*d Cui
PL 6-2241
ui E. »u st. niMM n. i.
BROGAN CADILLAC-OLDS
New JtrHt i Ul|lM Cedilla*
DUtrlketar
Authorlnd CADILLAC ■ OLD*
SALES 4 ilAVint
71S Puum A*#. CUDon N. J.
Own Evenmea to • P M (eireet ««]i
OR *2300
CADILLAC
SALES 4 SERVICE
CENTRAL CADILLAC INC.
Pin# selection of I'Md Carl
» Control A»o. Newark
PKon* MA 4-2255
CHEVROLETS
SAVE HUNDREDS
Ckowo front a Ur*o erlectioa of
Ip MontiAll Modal* Draatkall
L & S
CHEVROLET
“OUR REPUTATION
» YOUR PROTECTION"
22TT Mama An , Ualaa MU MW
CHEVROLET
SARGENT MOTORS INC.
Autbartaad
HALES 4 SERVICE
M Rid** Rd. WY I*ooo. N. ArttMtM
CHEVROLET
The Oalp AulhetUad Dealer
In Lindas
WALLACE CHEVROLET
SALES
- SERVICE
- PARTE
Sarvtn* Th« Automobll* Publia
Sine* Ml*
OX USED CARS
U. A Illshwap No. 1, at Wlnan* Avs
HUntsr 6-4900
CHEVROLET
CORVAIX . CORVETTE
■CONNER CHEVROLET
“On* of America's Larsast
Chevrolet Dealers"
tit Bloomfield A«4 Caldera
CA 6-6666
DEMARTINI CHEVROLET
Aatfcerfae* Sale* Service
CHEVROLET - CHEVY 11
CORVAIR - CORVETTE
Complete Une «f Good Used Cara
WH MM*
Avt„ Cliff aide Park
AUTO DEALERS -NEW CARS
AUGUSTINE MOTORS INC.
«r.¥Tnrjx>
ixmi«L
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*tru *.«,
Vi»lt WESTFIELD DODGE INC.
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FULLER MOTOR CO.
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1963 PONTIAC - TEMPESTS
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AUTO DEALERS - NEW CARS
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SAII.S
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WYmon 8-7311
VOLKSWAGEN
Autsnnaed lieurr
SAILS SERVICE . PARTS
Aircooled Automotive Corp.
"Kaeea Ceunira uidaet Dei leaf
IM VeUe» M. kaiiU Dual*
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UN Denies Atrocity Charges,
Ignores Other Church Claims
UNITED NATIONS, N.Y.
(NC) A United Nations offi-
cial has denied some of the
atrocity charges made by
Church authorities against UN
troops involved in the fight-
ing in the Congolese province
of Katanga at the end of last
year.
Other incidents of atrocities
reported by missioners, how-
ever, were not mentioned by
the official.
THE DENIAL
was made in
a letter written by Robert
K.A. Gardiner, Officer-in-
Charge of the United NaUons
Operation in the Congo
(ONUC), to Rev. Edouard Kil-
eshie. vicar general of the
Elisabethville Archdiocese.
The charges were made fol-
lowing four days of fighting
(Dec. 29-Jan. 1) during which
UN troops ousted Katangese
forces from the capital of the
secessionist province as part
of the UN drive to bring Ka-
tanga under the authority of
the central Congolese govern-
ment.
According to reports re-
ceived in Brussels from mis-
sion sources in Elisabethville,
three churches, a monastery,
a seminary and two rectories
were looted by UN troops. Re-
ports stated that a convent
was bombed and a church hit
by mortar fire.
Gardiner’s letter mentioned
only two damsged churches
and stated that there Is no evi-
dence that UN troops were re-
sponsible.
Mission reports also noted
that Ethiopian troops serving
with UN forces seriously
wounded two patients in a hos-
pital staffed by Sisters. Arch-
bishop Joseph Cornells, 0.5.8.,
of Elisabethville, then in
Brussels, said he had received
personal reports of atrocities
in his Sec.
IN HIS ANSWER to Father
Kileshic, Gardiner stated the
priest had made “two specific
charges" against UN troops
to the effect that:
“1. Irish troops fired point
blank at patients in a ward of
the Union Miniere Hospital of
Lubumbashi on 29 December,
1962, and
"2. Ethiopian soldiers hsd
caused the death of 70 persons
whose corpses were brought to
the Prince Leopold Hospital at
the end of the year."
The letter said that Arch-
bishop Cornells’ charges that
UN troops looted and damag-
ed a number of Catholic
churches were “equally
grave.’’
Gardiner stated that Ethio-
pian troops, not Irish soldiers.
had been ordered to take the
compound of the Lubumbashi
hospital after it was learned
that Katanga troops were us-
ing it as a military bate.
During a skirmish, he said,
one patient was wounded in
the thigh and another was
grated by a bullet.
IN REGARD TO the bodies
In the Prince Leopold hospital,
Gardiner said that “no evl-
dcnce has been provided to
substantiate this allegation.''
Gardiner told Father Kile-
*hie that "it is most unfortu-
nately true that looting of and
damage to two churches, one
in Kasapa and the other in
Karavia, was found by our in-
vestigators."
Gardiner said:
"The officers commanding
ONUC troops that occupied the
•rea have asserted that they
found the churches in this de-
plorable condition when they
arrived, and it was assumed
that the desecration was com-
mitted by Katanga gendar-
merie who were heavily de-
ployed and had gone out of
control In these areas
...
„ "Although we cannot consid-
er the case closed, we have
found no evidence to support
charges that ONUC soldiers
were the perpetrators of these
crimes."
UN Hears of Spiritul Values
GENEVA, Switierland (NC)
Spiritual and human values
were stressed by Holy See
delegates to the United Na-
tions meeting here on scienti-
fic and technical aid for de-
veloping nations.
Five of the nine Holy See
representatives, including two
U. S. priests, presented papers
to the 1,500 delegates from
some 80 countries at the Con-
ference on the Application of
Science and Technology for
the Benefit of the Leas De-
veloped Areas. The meeting
ended Feb. 22.
REV. THEODORE M. Hes
burgh, CSC., president of
Notre Dame University, noted
that “science and technology
provide the most effective
means of liberating the peo-
ples of less developed coun-
tries from their ancient and
traditional servitudes of ignor-
•nee, illness, malnutrition,
lack of adequate shelter and
thing."
But he said also that phil-
osophy and theology “hava an
essential guiding task in the
total work of development, un-
less one subscribes to the
proposition that man lives by
bread alone, is only of this
earth with no destiny beyond
time, and has, therefore, no
values beyood the material.”
Msgr. Luigi Ligutti. per-
manent observer of the Holy
See at the UN Food and Agri-
culture Organisation, told dele-
gates that "man. in his en-
tirety, physical and psychic,
is the primary- sod effective
unit of agricultural produc-
tion. Hence, in order to under-
stand, plan and carry out the
agricultural cycle of produc-
tion, it is necessary to know
man and deal with man as a
human person in his essential,
integral and complete make-
up
'*
THE LEADER of the Holy
See s delegation Rev, Louis-
Joseph Lebret, 0.P.. reported
that changing concepts of de-
velopment are placing increas-
ing emphasis on noneco-
nomic factors, including the
spiritual and ethical. But ha
•aid that consideration of the
human factor la still inade-
quate and that man U still re-
garded primarily as an ele-
ment of production.
Dr. Charles Mertens de Wil-
mars of the Catholic Universi-
ty of Louvain. Belgium, said
that management training in
lesa-developed areas should
take into account the cultural
background of the trainees.
Rev. Maurice Quegumer.
H E P., superior general of
the Paria Foreign Mission
Society, Mid that the need for
teaching sciences and tech-
nical skills in under-developed
countries in obvious. "The
danger is that too great a
preponderance of these mat-
ters may depersonalize the
young.” he added.
Warn on Hasty Conclusions
From Population Statistics
UNITED NATIONS, N.Y.
(NC) Demographic experts
have cautioned against draw-
ing hasty conclusions from in-
complete statistics on popula-
tion growth and applying them
to population control measures
at a meeting of the UN Popu-
lation Commission here.
The commission was dis-
cussing a report on the -World
Demographic Situation with
Special Reference to Fertil-
ity.
M
The report indicates that
birth rates are higher in poor
countries and among rural
populations. It also notes that
birth rates decrease as the
level of education rises.
But commission members
pointed out that information
on population growth in differ-
ent areas of the world is in-
complete. They noted that cau-
tion should beexercised in try-
ing to analyse the relationship
between population growth
and social and economic
change. The influence of var-
ious social and cultural fac-
tors on the birth rate, they
said, is not clearly understood.
Meanwhile, three members
of the cornmission have ques-
tioned UN involvement in the
Asian Population Conference
to be held in December.
The conference is to take
place under the auspices of
the UN Economic Commission
for Asia and the Far East.
AID TRIBUTE - Auxiliary Bishop John J. Dougherty was honored at a dinner sponored
by the Association for International Development Feb. 25 at St. Philip the Apostle, Clif-
ton. He is shown with Hoseph A. Abbott, chairman of the Paterson Diocesan AlD ad-
visory council, James P. Evers, toastmaster; Bishop McNulty; Msgr. Francis H. Murphy,
pastor of St. Philip's, and James J. Lamb, directo of AID.
Ancient Letter Alleges Pilate
Tried to Save Christ’s Life
LIVERPOOL. England (NC)
Liverpool University his-
torians are studying a 1.500-
year-old document which says
Pontius Pilate tried to save
the life of Christ even call-
ing for 2,000 reinforcements
who arrived too late.
The dociynent. found in a
bundle of ancient manuscripts
in Liverpool and tent to the
Vatican tor examination, has
been sent back to this city
from the English College in
Rome.
It purports to be a transla-
tion of a letter from Pilate to
the Emperor Tiberius and. ac-
cording to Vatican experts,
was written in the fourth or
fifth century.
They think it could be bis
toncatly correct.
A LIVERPOOL University
professor of modem history.
D. B Quinn, said the manu-
acript was found by a Liver-
pool woman who handed it on
to Catholic scholars, who in
turn sent it to the Vatican for
examination When he re-
turned it. Msgr Gerald Tickle
of the English College. Rome,
included a report from the
Vatican Archives which said
the document is "apocryphal."
of doubtful origin, having been
written some years after the
alleged original.
The report added “It is
quite possible it contain* his-
torically correct fact* because
it was written no ck>»e to the
time of the event .”
The document quotes Pilate
as being desperate to save
Christ but as unable to do so
because of the fury of the
Jews, ilia reinforcements ar-
rived the day after the Cru-
cifixion. the document says. It
also says that Pilate ques-
tioned the officer in charge of
Christ's grave after the Resur-
tectton and was told it was
not true that the guards had
fallen asleep or that the body
had been stolen
QUINN COMMENTED that
the document was probably
not a forgery in the modern
sense of the term, but could he
a genuine attempt to set down
what people believe*! or what
they wanted to believe.
Rev. Joseph Crchan, S J.,
told the Catholic Herald here
that the document is support-
ed by what Is known about
propaganda measures taken
during the centunes following
Christ's death. He said that in
the final persecutions of about
300 A D. the Roman govern-
ment put out several propa-
ganda documents known as
the "Acts of Pilate” in an at-
tempt to justify its position
These were nearly all de-
stroyed by the later Christian
emperors but this did not pre
vent the Christians in the time
of tlic Emperor Constantine
from compiling answers to
them. In these answers they
attempted to fill in the details
about Christ s life and in par
Ucular His trial and death
The letter of which this
document is said to be a Iran*
latino may have been written
by such a propagandist, not to
deceive people bul on vonmi
historical knowledge and pro
bably on a report that a letter
had been sent by Pilate to
Tiberius
Bishop Says Israel Ministry
Aids Anti-Missionary Groups
NAZARETH. Israel (NC) -
This nation's only Latin Rue
Bishop has called on Is-
rael’s Ministry for Rebgious
Affairs to dissociate itself
from “attacks and slanders on
the mission schools. “
Bishop pier Chlaperro,
O F.M . vicar general In Is-
rael fir Patriarch Alberto
Gori, O F M . of Jennaltm.
said at a press conference
here that he had sent a letter
making such a demand to the
ministry
Ha has also declared that
unleaa the ministry stops aid-
ing anti-missionary groups, the
Church will refuse to deal with
it
THE BLtMOP showed Is-
raeli and foreign press clipp-
ings to support his claim that
the ministry is helping such or
ganiMlions
Among them, he said, is
Keren Yaldenu (Our Chil-
dren’s Fund), founded in 1953
to make sure that every Jew-
ish child in Israel receives a
Jewish education. It operates
about 30 youth centers ui
various Israeli citie* and car-
ries on a vigorous publicity
drive.
Ust July Dr. Zwi Werblos-
sky, a lecturer at Jerusalem's
Hebrew University, said in an
interview published in the
Jerusalem Post that "Keren
Yaldenu stresses in its pub-
licity that It builds in youth
centers in the vicinity of the
mission* ami in order to eoun
teract their influence *'
Bishop Chlaperro noted at
his press conference that he
alone had signed the letter to
the ministry since the efforts
«>f the Catholic Eastern Rite in
this country are concentrated
on Arab# and only the Latin
Rite maintains schools in Jew
ish quarters
IN JERUSALEM, a minis-
try spokesman stated that
"there are no grounds for the
accusation that the Ministry
for Religious Affairs is financ
Inc vilification campaigns
against the educational institu-
tions of any church."
He said that the ministry
supports constructive ef-
forts for the building of youth
clubs in slums and city sub-
urbs where the difficult social
and economic conditions of the
people are sometimes ex-
ploited by various missionaries
in an effort to alienate them
from a Jewish education and
way of Ufe.
A Foreign Ministry spokes-
man has called Bishop
Chiaperro's press conference
accusations "inaccurate" and
unfortunate.
MINISTER FOR Religious
Affairs Zerah Wahrhaftig has
reported that he told a delega-
tion representing missionary
institutions in IsraeL that the
government intend to
ask for legislation banning
mission work in this country.
Earlier it had been reported
that a document prepared for
the ministry on missionary
activities called for a law re-
Uncling mission work < The
Israeli embassy in Washington
denied that such a request had
been recommended by any
ministry document >
Replying in Parliament to a
question asked by Mcnahrm
Porush of Agudat Ytsracl. the
ultra Orthodox Jewish reli-
gious party. Wahrhaftig also
said he had told the mission
delegation that Israeli public
opinion distinguished between
the activities of churches in
their own communities ami
their mission efforts among
He said that public
Jew*.
opinion regards the latter as
an improper interference in
spiritual matters which at
limes exploit# social and emo
ikmal conditions to cut off
Jewish children from a Jeu-
ish way of Ufe.
Catholic Choir Guild
To Meet in Boonton
BOONTON A reorganiza-
tion meeting of the Paterson
Diocesan Catholic Choir Guild
will be held March 3 at 3:15
p m. in the auditorium of SS.
Cyril and Methodius Church
here.
Msgr. Emil R. Suchon. pas-
tor o 1 Sacred Heart Church,
Rockaway, and member of
the Diocesan Liturgical Com-
mission for Sacred Music, an-
nounced that the meeting will
be confined to organists, choir
directors and choir singers in
the counties of Morris and
Sussex.
Archbishop Krol
To Convoke Synod
PHILADELPHIA (NC) -
Archbishop John J. Krol an-
nounced here that a synod for
the Philadelphia Archdiocese
will be held "as soon as ade-
quate preparations are com-
pleted."
Auxiliary Bishop Gerald V.
McDevitt. vicar general, has
been named promoter for the
synod. Eight commissions of
seven members each will as-
siat in the preparations.
Reds Release
Priest, Nuns
SAIGON. Vietnam (NC) -
Rev. Joseph Nguyen Huong
Tien, three Sisters of Charity
ami a girl helper—all of St.
Joseph * leper hospital in Ben
San—were released by com-
munist Victcong guerrilla
fighters after 25 days of cap-
tivity.
Their captors led them on a
three hour march through the
forest and left them by the
roadside after nightfall The
next morning the five made
their way. first on foot ind
then by car, 25 miles to Sai-
gon.
Throughout their captivity
they were kept under close
guard by three soldiers and a
woman. They were given
seven lengthy propaganda lee-
tores with many references to
Cuba.
Weekly Calendar
FRIDAY, MARCH 1
Raphael Club of Bergen
County First Friday Dance,
Old Plantation Inn, Tcaneck
Road, 8:30 p.m.
Firat Friday Club, Paterson
—Monthly luncheon, Alexander
Hamilton Hotel, noon. Rev.
Francis X. Dennchy. chaplain,
St. Joseph's Hospital, speaker.
Gregory Club of New Jer-
sey Current events meeting.
Thomas Carver of New York-
New Jersey Port Authority
speaker.
Star of the Sea Council. K.
of C., Bayonne Trip to K.
of C. Track and ficUl meet.
Madison Square Garden, 7
pm. v
SUNDAY, MARCH 3
Paterson Diocesan Guild of
Catholic Lawyers Annual
Communion breakfast .ol-
lowing 8 a m. Mass at St.
Brendan's Church. Clifton.
John C. Hayes, dean of Loyola
University School of Law,
guest speaker.
Immaculate Heart of Mary
Fraternity, Third Order of St.
Francis Day of recollection
for men, St. John's Church,
JOth St , N. Y.. 1:30 p m.
Regis High School Alumni
Association. New York An-
nual Communion breakfast,
Hotel Biltmore. following 9
a m Mass at St. Ignatius
l.oyola Church Lt Gov Mal-
colm Wilson of New York
speaker.
Council 29. Knights of
l.ilhauania. Newark Com-
munion breakfast marking
feast of St. Casimir follow ir.;.
10:30 a m. Mass at Holy Trin-
ity Church Msgr Thomas M
Reardon, pastor of St. James,
Newark, speaker
Holy Name Society. S*.
Agnes. Clark Second an
nual Lenten family- film fes-
tival a! Frank K Hchnlv
School • Bells of St Mary's"
and 'Children Around the
work! "2pm
Union Council. K. of C.
Retreat day. St Michael’s
Oiurrh. given by Rev Patrick
D McGrath of Blessed Sacra-
ment, Newark. 2 p.m.
Bayonne Fourth Degree As-
sembly, K. of C. Annual
family Communion breakfast,
grand ballroom of Bayonne K.
of C. Hall.
MONDAY, MARCH 4
Holy Name Society, St. Paul
the Apostle, Irvington Film
and talk on Shrine of Ottr
Lady of the Cape, Cap de la
Madeline, Canada, 9 p.m. Co-
sponsored by Bishop Wigger
Council, K. of C.
Holy Rosary P.T.A,, Passaic
Fathers’ night, 7:45 p.m.
Detective Thomas Mueller of
Sherriffs Office, Newark,
speaker.
St. Peter’s College Pub-
lic lecture on “The Two Worlds
of Jazz” by Pastor John Gen-
sc! of Lutheran Church of the
Advent and Rev. Norman
O’Connor, C.S.P., founder and
director of the Newport Jazz
Festival.
Holy Name Society, Our
Lady of Czestochowa, Jersey
City—Showing of Film, "Pages
of Death." Assistant County
Prosecutor Harold J Ruvjidt
speaker.
THURSDAY, MARCH 7
Gregory Club o( New Jersey
Bingo party. Veterans Hos-
pital. East Orange, 7 pm.
Doris Sehneider chairman.
Saints' Remains
Believed Found
SIBIACO. Italy (NO
A lead casket believed to con
tain remains of the bodies of
St Benedict ami his sister.
St. Scholastics, sixth century
monastics, has been found in
the monastery church of St
Scholastics here
The six-sided casket w:.»s
found under the mam altar of
the churgh during restoration
work lt-hears the inscription
"Ex oss. SS. Brned et Schol
"
- from the bones of SS Bene-
dict and Scholastics.
Several centuries ago relics
ol the body of St. Benedict
were sent from Monte Cassino
to a number of Benedictine
shrine*, including Suhtaco.
Verification of the contents
ol the casaet awaits authoriza-
tion from the Sacred Congre-
gation of Rites
Map Attack
On Alcoholism
BOSTON (HNS) - Mas-
sachusetts’ clergymen aro
banding together in an intcr-
religious program lo combat
alcoholism.
Protestant. Catholic and
Jewish leaders head a com-
mittee of 12 Greater Boston
groups which plan lo present
a series of four regional work-
shops to which 1.500 clergymen
have been Invited
The
program will be part of
a pilot project sponsored by
the Massachusetts Department
cf Public Health and (hr North
Conway Foundation, an intcr-
rciiglous center at Brunswick.
N H . (or the treatment of al-
coholics
Rev David A Works and
Rev John C Ford. S J . rep-
resenting the center, said that
Alcoholics Anonymous an£,
ether agencies would be asketf
to assist the project
Ecumenical Group
Named in Ontario
NORTH BAY. Ont (NC)
Eight priests have been nammft*
to form the Sault Ste. Martf
diocesan ecumenical commit*
Uc Laymen will be added tf
their number. Bishop Alex*
ander Carter said.
The committee s duties. thi£
Bishop said, wall be "to directs
and control all mutuajj
contacts with our separate*
brethren and to initiate wayf*
ami means of approaching
them through the various nnn**
istcrtal associations in
large centers
"
m
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COMPARE!
SAVINGS • SERVICE • SELECTION
'63 CHEVROLET
IMPALAS - NOVAS - MONZAS
COME IN • WE GOT'EM!
You always do bettor at
CARS tTRUCKS
SALES l LEASES
12 ELM ST., MONTCLAIR
PI 4-9200
STARTLING PRE-SPRING SALE
*O% Off ON All TOP QUALITY FAIRICS
Re-upholster and Restyle
Your Sofa or 2 Chairs
mess
xiffm from 'Vw
including foam
rubber cushion*
**** DIRECT FACTORY TO TOU SAVING
H&\
• 10-DAY
• 10-YIL
FURNITURE FACTORY
42 ORANGE STREET
NOW IS THE TIME for yog
to dress up your horn* by re-
upholstering ond re-styling
your living room or den fur-
niture in me newest French
or Italian Provincial or Con-
temporary styles to suit your
toste and your budget! Our
convenient shop - at - home
service permits you to
choose from luxurious new
decorotor fabrics: Broc-
atelles, Matelosses, Bou-
des; Nylon Friezes, or Tap-
estries to fit your decor. You
con always depend on Co-
operative's expert craftsmen
for finest workmanship at
foctory-to-you savings.
NEWARK, N. J.
tEAVPLAST.C covers fiossaaSM
CHESTNUT RIDGE
''
acmm
S MODULI FROM
$32,990
o.iir n
* (CIMMI
A. M.CHIITNUT fttDOl ROAD,
MONTVALR, N. i.
OlraaUanti Gtorgt Wuhington BrldgtiWait on Rout* 4 to Rout* 17) North
•n Routa 17 la Cardan Stilt Parkway; North on Partway to Exit 171
no.
——
lOnntl Avtnut) Montvilt. Turn lilt on Grand Avtnua to Chtitnut Ridga
Road. Rl»hl on Chtitnut Ridga Road for It milt to fumlahdd inhibit holna.
(Ml tgnl t Htkumu ICo* lac., 477 Mala St, Hnkmack. R. J, HU MMO
HACKENSACK'S
NEW
ELEGANCE
A d«»lc collection <tf im. Some. u
“ b*‘M bnut uiutfai the HotOty
Summit Avenue erctlon (hooee saw
fnm SUMMIT DARDENS 4 mefnllU
rent beelc model, end cuMom chug,
to tuit your loot*. All bome. m
n
*ll> leu. AU Include 1 nr 4 bed-
room*. nalahod rocreaUoo room. si*
belli., a **r tor MM end tfoeena oi
lu.urlou. feeturee th.l muM be are*
to bo truly mwlllit All tu the
h**rt - »*b»rb*u prt-
tocy PUIS aty convenience
4 NSW CONCKPTS FOR LIVINa
Item
*32,950
SUMMIT GARDENS
Summit Avenue let Booth Street
HotkotiMck. Now Jerety
pinncnpNS; Gordon State Partway
to Ponale St. <ExH Itsli rliht on
Poomlo Avo.. to Summit Avo.i rt*M
on Summit Av*. to Botch Street mil
model.,
Aftnlt S. Nekemlon B Cos.
HU MM
A
/
•
, v'
kp
fflM/KP
OPENING
Value it everywhere . . . the roomy
family-tize models are the biggest
for the money anywhere . . . the lo-
cation it terrific, too!
ADJACENT TO THE NEW
ST. DOMINIC'S CHURCH and SCHOOL'
Alto within easy walking distance to Public
Schoolt • Shopping • Transportation • Recre-
ation • Everything • See It Todayl
rrr
CAPE CODS
81-LEVELS
lr«m ’12,990
LOW DOWN PAYMENT
Lew Texet
■e*v Terms Monthly
from
$96 Pay»
Pine Cone
Village
COOUDGE DRIVE, BRICK TWP., N. J.
ItIHKCnoNK: Ci.rtJtii SUte Parkway Smith to Exit M. then toka Hm.in i
Kail to Hn.tl. curie - turn rtzhtoo to Kout. To xo 3n.Ut. tI
rothnt tlfot, Tr Itphono TW 02*43
m M *° M* 4WU *
MODELS OPEN DAILY U A.M. to 9:10 P it
IHI trothurt _ tMrtla Antll Caa.M r.-satssaßsaussA.
Army Salute
For Fr. Rush
g
Portugal Gives
Blue Army OK
fs
TRABSIT MEETING - Auxiliary Bishop John J. Dougherty, president of Seton Hall Uni-
versity, looks over the program for the mass transit symposium held Feb. 23 at Seton
Hall University. With the Bishop are, left to right, Herbert Harper, president of Public
Service Coordinated Transport, Edward S. Olcott of the Port Authority, Timony E. Shea,
vice president of Western Electric, Dwight R.G. Palmer, New Jersey Highway Commis-
sioner, Harold Arnold, president of the Seton Hall Graduate Busident of School Alumni,
who sponsored the program, Msgr. Edward J. Flemming, vice president of Seton Hall,
and Robert J. Senkier, dean of the business school.
At Award Dinner
Plight of Poverty-Stricken
Deplored by Sen. Williams
ś dfg s
Bergen County CWV
Installs Officers
fg
Religious Freedom
Liberal Law Sought
By Spanish Bishop
sf
g
Hospitals Get
Small Raise
sfd
AT ELECTRIC CITY - The Hancock, above, is one of the
11 models now beingdisplayed at Electric City, U.S.A.,
the nation's first Gold and Bronze Medallion self-contained
community rising on Devoe Ave. (Spotswood-Englishtown
Rd.) in Middlesex County's Monroe Township. Homes Here
are priced from $15,790 with no down payments. Jowal-
pet Construction Co. of East Orange is the builder.
$6 Million Mortgage Starts
Riverview Terrace Co-Op
gsdf
Greenway TractIs 75% Sold
gsdf
19 Units Rented
At Wayne Terrace
gsdf
3 New Models
For Highlands
gsd
sfg sfg 21
dg
sfdg
f
g
sf
Douglas'
Charge
Denied
fg
Sex Education
NCCM Topic
sdf
Lecture Series
At Old Bridge
gs
Noon, Evening
Masses Listed
df
22 sf gsfdgsfdgfg
gs
